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Camp W.O.W. readies for new evacuee group
Camp officials also dealing with
'skewed perspectives' of victims,
dwindling number of volunteers
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
As nearly 100 hurricane-displaced Louisiana residents make
their temporary home at Camp
W.O.W. this week, camp comanager Mark Anderson said he
hopes the community realizes
he's out to help people — not
hurt the community.
Residents from Abbeville,
La., are expected to arrive at the
Woodmen of the World camp
either today or Thursday.
Hurricane Rita flooded their
homes with 4 to 6 feet of water
and this older group of people
needs a place to stay while they
are displaced from their homes.
While details are uncertain,
Anderson said he expects the
displaced people to be here a
few weeks. Abbeville, with a
population of about 12,000, is
about 18 miles southwest of
Lafayette and 160 miles west of
New Orleans.
The new additions to Murray
come at a time Anderson is bat-

tling a decline in his volunteer August Anderson returned from
.
base and what he calls "skewed one of. his builds
perspectives" of the people he's Abbeville. The family who lives
in that house is among the peohosting.
"You've got one end saying ple coming to Murray.
Anderson said some people
we give them too much: the
other end saying we don't give worry inviting hurricane victims
them enough," Anderson said of to Murray takes away from promixed reaction he's hearing viding resources to local resifrom the community after giving dents.
During Labor Day weekend,
more than 100 New Orleans
evacuees a place to rebuild their 116 New Orleans evacuees
lives. "You've got one side that came to Camp W.O.W. The
thinks they're all criminals and number grew then dwindled off
another side that says. 'What as families were reunited and
many moved into local housing
can we do to help?"
Despite being more than 600 to rebuild their lives in a place
miles away, Abbeville is famil- they'd- never been. Many are
iar to Anderson, who serves as working and contributing to the
fraternal director for Woodmen community. Anderson said.
"Some complain I'm taking
of the World in western
resources. That's not true,"
away
among
is
Anderson
Kentucky.
local Woodmen members who he said. "If nothing else, I've
annually work with Habitat for increased the revenue here with
Humanity to construct houses Them working. They shop he,
during blitz builds throughout too. Can you imagine how mueh
they've put back into the comthe Southeast.
The night before Hurricane
Katrina hit the Gulf Coast in late • •
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Establishing paternity increase earns county recognition
percent from the previous fiscal year.
Specifically. the local office saw a
11.27 increase. Harrington was recog• Calloway County Attorney David
with a certificate from the state.
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By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
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Stephen Hunt, a senior agriculture education major
from Paducah, Ky., and Melissa Crespo, a freshman
English major from Mascoutah. III., congratulate
each other after being named finalists for "Murray
State Idol." The competition, which pitted singers
from different colleges from MSU, was held last night
d
at Lovett Auditorium. Hunt, who performe
"Somebody Like You," and Crespo, who performed
the
"I'm A Woman," will advance to the finals with
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Calloway Middle's
Smith honored as top
social studies teacher
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By GREG TRAVIS •
Staff Writer
Calloway County Middle
School eighth grade Social
Studies teacher Dawn Smith has
been named by the Kentucky
Council for
the Social
Studies as
the recipient
of the 2005
Outstanding
S ocial
S tudies
Teacher
Award. She
was recently
Smith
honored at a
ceremony at ,the Galt House in
Louisville. Smith will also be
representing Kentucky in the
National Council for the Social
Studies "Outstanding Teacher"
competition in the upcoming
year.
"KCSS represents social
studies teachers at the elementary. middle, high school and
college level," Robert Otto,
executive director of the
Kentucky Council for Social
Studies said. "Excellence in
classroom teaching is rewarded
each year at the annual conference for which Dawn Smith was
selected."
"I was very surprised to

receive the nomination and
award," she said. "It is indeed an
--honor."
Smith said she was nominated by Dr. Dwight Holliday, a
Murray State University. profes-'
sor and member of the Kentucky
Council for the Social Studies
steering committee and a panel
from the KCSS. She was recognized for her area of work on the
state level and her teaching abilities.
She said she was excited to
be representing Kentucky at the
national level, although it would
involve a lot of work.
To be nominated for the
KCSS award Smith was
required to submit a video tape
from a unit of teaching, student
sample documentation and
proof of her contributions to the
profession.
"I feel that although I have
only taught social studies for 6
1/2 years I have already made
significant contributions to my
profession. I am currently serving as a resource teacher for a
colleague who is an alternative
certification candidate. This
mentoring role is one that I take
very seriously and I am very
proud to take on the task," she
commented.
For the past six years Smith

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times photo

Calloway County Middle School eighth grade Social
Studies teacher Dawn Smith discusses a lesson with an
afternoon class at the school Tuesday. Smith has been
named by the Kentucky Council for the Social Studies as
the recipient of the 2005 Outstanding Social Studies
Teacher Award. She will also be representing Kentucky in
the National Council for the Social Studies "Outstanding
Teacher" competition in the upcoming year.
has traveled to Louts‘ille and Education and staff from West
Lexington to work with other Ed in Nan Francisco to develop
educators, representatives from
the Kentucky Department of
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Ro
_ . bert_ son receives CHA recognition
David
from
Robertson
Calloway County High School
recently received his Certificate
of Recognition from the
Honors
Commonwealth
Academy at a reunion of the
scholars at Murray State
University on Sept. 17.
Robertson and 93 other stu-

dents participated M the threeweek academic scholarship Program at Murray State University
between June 11 and July 2.
the
completing
Those
Honors
Commonwealth
Academy receive six credit
hours of college-level academic
credit, and have the opportunity

to take six additional Credit southeast Missoun and southern
hours, tuition free. at Murray Illinois. Its mission is "to chalState University during their lenge, educate, enlighten, and
nurture the next generation of
senior year in high schogl.
and business leaders
academic
Honors
ealth
Commonw
The
Academy. currently in its fifth of the region."
To qualify for selection to the
year, acknowledges and rewards
Academy, a student should
2006
in
seniors
rising
outstanding
Kentucky, Tennessee, Indiana, have a 3.5 GPA and an ACT

score of 25 44)f an equivalent to
this on the SAT, PSAT or
PLAN). More information is
the
at
online
available
Honors
Commonwealth
Academy Web site at wwwmurraystate.eduicha or .by calling
762-3166.
David Robertson
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MSU CyberCave a haunt
to explore technology

FALL SERIES READING
Woody, the Kentucky wiener dog.
and his family crisscross the Bluegrass State
in search of the best place. Follow along on
this great adventure every Tuesday
for this 10-part serial story,
written by-Leigh-Anne Florence and-illustrated by James Asher.

4. pa; ii iit I Au.all, II grant,
Developed in 2004 trio .;
Murray State University's CyberCave has quickly- emerged as the
place where students go to explore today's world of technology.
The CyberCave is an interactive, hands-on laborafory that eaters
to high school students throughout the region. Inside the CyberCave
m.
=dents-ramp y
wireless
communication known a..idemorift7rencing, or delve into
is also
station
s
biometric
A
elephony.
networking. pocket PCs and -t
setup where fingerprint and iris Scanners are used to demonstrate
how biological features can he the key to unlocking sensitive infor•
• !nation.
durfacility
the
to
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t‘
schedule
en,
olll
aged
are
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Class
ing the academic -year. Students who want more can- stay on campus
during one of the summer CyheiCamps where they will receive five
days of intensive technology instruction along with extracurricular
activities during the e%
CyberCamp 2005 participants more than tripled from its first
schools .
offering in 2004. Over 50 students representing 26 high
part in
took
Ohio
and
Missouri
Indiana.
e.
from Kentucky. Tennesse
CyberCamps that were held oVer three sessions this past summer.
•CyberCave . is part of Murray State I mersay s Program of
Distinction in Telecommunications Sy stem Management crsmi.
ve call
For more .information or to schedule a isit. to the CyberCa
762-5391 or send an e-mail to. shea 144weterttitirravslate.edu.
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CCHS grad has hand in work
on antibiotic resistance
Resistance to antibiotics is a
major health concern and Is reason for alarm around the w mid
Research on an en/ \ ine
involved in antibiotic resistance
is being conducted in the lab of
Dr. J. Ricky Cox. associate professor in the departmrint
Chemistry at Murray State
University.
The project is being conducted in collaboration with inve,nigators in the Antimicrobial
Research Center. at McMaster
University in Hamilton. Ontario,
Canada. A portion of the work
getierated in this collaborative
effort was published in the Sept.
10 edition of the journal
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Camp W.O.W. readies
Camp officials also dealing with
'skewed perspectives' of victims,
dwindling number of volunteers
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
As nearly 100 hurricane-displaced Louisiana residents make
their temporary home at Camp
W.O.W. this week, camp comanager Mark Anderson said he
hopes the community realizes
he's out to help people -- not
hurt the community.
Residents from Abbeville.
La., are expected to alive at the
Woodmen of the World camp
either today or Thursday.
Hurricane Rita flooded their
homes with 4 to 6 feet of water
and this older group of people
needs a place to stay while they
are displaced from their homes.
While details are uncertain,
Anderson said he expects the
displaced people- to be here a
few weeks. Abbeville, with a
population of about 12,000, is
about .18 miles southwest of
Lafayette and 160 miles west of
New Orleans.
The new additions to Murray
come at a time Anderson is bat-

tling a decline in his volunteer August Anderson returned from
base and what he calls "skewed one of his builds — in
perspectives" of the people he's Abbeville. The f- amily who lives
hosting.
in that house is among the peo"You've got one end saying ple coming to Murray.
we give them too much; the
Anderson said some people
other end saying we don't give worry inviting hurricane victims
them enough." Anderson said of to Murray takes away from promiked reaction he's hearing viding resources to local resifrom the community after giving dents.
more than 100 New Orleans
During Labor Day weekend,
evacuees a place to rebuild their 116 New Orleans evacuees
lives. "You've got one side that came to Camp W.O.W. The
thinks they're all criminals and number grew then dwindled off
another side that says, 'What as families were reunited and
many moved into local housing
can we do to help?"
Despite being more than 600 to rebuild their lives in a place
miles away, Abbeville is fend- they'd never been. Many are
jar to Anderson, who serves as working and contributing to the
fraternal director for Woodmen community. Anderson said.
of the World in western
"Some complain .I'm taking
Kentucky. Anderson is among away resources. That's not true,"
local Woodmen members who he said. "If nothing else. I've
annually work with Habitat for increased the revenue here with
Humanity to construct houses them working. They shop here,
dunrig blitz builds throughout -Tob.raityou imagine how
- they've put back into the comthe Southeast.
The night before Hurricane
Katrina hit the Gulf Coast in late •See Page 2A

KRISTIN TAYLOR'Ledger & Times photo

Camp W.O.W. co-manager Mark Anderson and volunteer David Stewart, right, install
Insulation Tuesday afternoon in one of the camp's cabins. Stewart is a former camp
staffer and now represents Coles Campground, Temple Hill and Independence United
Methodist churches. The camp. which has been a disaster site for hurricane victims, is
expecting nearly 100 Abbeville, La.. residents to arrive today or Thursday.

Establishing paternity increase earns county recognition
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
Calloway County Attorney David
Harrington and the three women who
work in the Child Support Office know
collecting child suppuilis-in-the-hestinterest of every child. But to get there.
sometimes they first have to determine
the child's father.
The Calloway County office is
among 16 counties that increased their
paternity establishment by at least 10

percent from the previous fiscal year. Services administers child support increase to the office.
"Establishing paternity is necessary
Specifically, the local office saw a enforcement with local contractors,
11.27 increase. Harrington was recog- usually being the county attorney as is when we don't know who the father is.
We are seeing more of these,"
nized with a certificate from the state.
the case in Calloway.
"My name is on this award, but these
-- Locally, the office handles child sup- Harrington said of the process. leads
girlsthe ones wba do it," port matters from its. space on Fourth to orders directing people to pay child
Harrington said, referring to full-time Street across from the Calloway County 'support. •ope y a is jus ess
workers-Lynda Shutt,. Sharma Orange Judicial Building. Generally, they have money the citizens have to pay and
and Melissa Birdsong and pan-timer .about 25 paternity establishments each helpsfitikl someone-responsible: _
Leigh Ann Grady. "We are going to month. About 10 of those involving - After establishing paternities. the
cotton swab tests; the others involve office deals with establishing and
continue to improve our efforts."
The Cabinet for Health and Family fathers who agree. That's a noticeable enforcing child support as well as col-

lecting past-due support.
Once established, civil and criminal
charges are among the means the office
can use to collect delinquent payments.
Civil enforcement-comes in the fbrm of
contempt of court and can be paid
account transfers and tax intercepts.
The-criminal-route_ could re-still in a
misdemeanor charge or even a felony

Calloway Middle's
Smith honored as top
social studies teacher

DAVE McCONNELUPhoto

Stephen Hunt, a senior agriculture Vucation major
from Paducah, Ky., and Melissa Crespo, a freshman
English major from Mascoutah. III.. congratulate
each other after being named finalists for "Murray
State Idol." The competition, which pitted singers
from different colleges from MSU, was held last night
at Lovett Auditorium. Hunt, who performed
"Somebody Like You," and Crespo, who performed
"I'm A Woman," will advance to the finals with the
winner announced Nov. 12 at "Night of Stars II."

By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Calloway County Middle
School eighth grade Social
Studies teacher Dawn Smith has
been named by the Kentucky
Council for
the Social
Studies as
the recipient
of the 2005
Outstanding
Social
Studies
Teacher
Award. She
was recently'
Smith
honored at a
ceremony at the .Galt House in
Louisville. Smith will also be
representing Kentucky in the
National Council for the Social
Studies "Outstanding Teacher"
competition in the upcoming
year.
"KCSS 'represents social
studies teachers at the elementary, middle, high school and
college level," Robert Otto,
executive director of the
Kentucky Council for Social
Studies said. "Excellence in
classroom teaching is rewarded
each year at the annual conference for which Dawn Smith was
selected."
"I was s'erv surprised ii'

receive' the nomination and
award," she said. "It is indeed an
honor."
Smith said she was nominated by Dr. Dwight Holliday, a
Murray State University professor and member of the Kentucky
Council for the Social Studies
steering committee and a panel
from the KCSS. She was recognized for her area of work on the
state'level and her teaching abilities.
She said she was excited to
be representing Kentucky at the
national level, although it would
involve a lot of work.
To be nominated for the
KCSS. award Smith was
required to submit a video tapefrom a unit of teaching, stui3ent
sample documentation and
proof of her contributions to the
profession.
"I feel that although I have
only taught social studies for 6
1/2 years I have already made "
significant contributions to my
profession. I am currently serving as a resource teacher for a
colleague who is an alternative
certification candidate. ,This
mentoring role is one that I take
very seriously and I am very
proud to take on the task," she
commented.
For the past six years Smith

GREG TRAVIS Ledger & Times photo

Calloway County Middle School eighth grade Social
Studies teacher Dawn Smith discusses a lesson with an
afternoon class at the school Tuesday. Smith has been
named by the Kentucky Council for the Social Studies as
the recipient of the 2005 Outstanding Social Studies
Teacher Award. She will also be representing Kentucky in
the National Council for the Social Studies "Outstanding
Teacher" competition in the upcoming year.
has traveled to Louisville and
Lexington to work with other
educators, representatives from
the Kentucky Department of
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Grand jury to hear Calloway, N.M. men's cases
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
The grand jury will hear a
drug-case involving-a calloWay-County man and the New
Mexico man who had allegedly
been supplying him with drugs.
,BiHyJoe.WaIls. 21. who liy es
on Center Ridge Road in
Calloway County. and Francisco
J. Nunez, 31. of Rio Rancho.
N.M., were in Calloway District
Court on Tuesday for their preliminary hearings. During that
time, their cases were hound
over to the grand jury for possible indictments. The grand jury
is scheduled to meet Oct. 27
Calloway County Sheriff's
deputies arrested the two men
, Sept. 26 after a search of Walls'
.854 Center Ridge Rd. home and
:the vehicle parked there.
:Deputies found between 5 and 6
- grams of crystal meth and eight-

tenths of a pound of marijuana
in the home. Scales, haggles,
pipes with residue, records of
-possible._ drug. Jr2nsat'tion and
cash also were found at the residence. The vehicle had an additional 26 grams of meth and hidden compartments typically
used for transporting large quantities of illegal substances.
Walls is charged with firstdegree trafficking a controlled
substance (meth). trafficking
marijuana, possession of drug

Town rier
NOTICE
•The Murray Independent
Board of Education has
scheduled a special-called
meeting for 7 p.m. on
Thursday. Oct.6 in the Murray
Elementary School library. On
the agenda for the meeting is
an update on construction
work at Murray Middle
School, consideration of nonresident student contracts,
along with personnel and
recommendation
staffing
reports among other items.
Board members will,meet with
Murray
of
members
Elementary School's SiteMaking
Decision
based
Council at 6 p.m at the same
location to discuss issued
concerning elementary school
operations.
• The regular monthly
--meehng of the Dexter-Almo
Heights Water District has
been changed to Thursday at
7 p.m at the water district
office An agenda, item is
opening bids for the Flint
Road project.
•To report a Town crier
item. call 753-1916.

SheriffPoliceFirelogs

Calloway County Sheriff's Department
paraphernalia and possession of faience to collect money for marwho lives on Rolling Hills Lane came home to find
Someone
•
marijuana. Nunez is charged ijuana he had received in the stereo equipment stolen from his residence at 1:04 a m. Monday.
with charged with complicity to past, according to his arrest cita- • Vandalism and theft were reported at 1.38 p.m Monday at a
trafficking a controlled _sub- tion. Walls also said Nunez had White Oak Drive residence.
t
stance and complicity 'traffick- brought drugs to him a1 -OM-three
Murray State University Police Departmen
College at 2:04 a.m.
Regents
at
month.
the
last
in
reported
times
men's
was
Both
mischief
marijuana.
ing
• Criminal
Roberts said his departmeht Monday Two strobe lights were knocked off the third floor ceiling.
offenses are enhanced because
has received tips the suspect Central Plant called an electrician to replace the lights.
firearms also were found.
Hart College fourth
be in a nearby county. • A burned piece of paper was found in the
could
Calloway County Sheriff
during a security
building
the
of
side
north
the
on
Larry Roberts said a warrant has "We have the warrant but noth- floor stairwell
Monday.
been issued for another man ing substantial," Roberts said. check at 9:16 p.m. Kentucky State Police
who fled the scene Sept. 26. -We know he'll turn up, hopeCalloway, report•Post One, which covers 11 counties, including
Walls told police that Nunez and fully sooner than later."
Troopers
opened 100
September.
for
activity
ed the following
d 63 collithe other subject were at his rescriminal cases, made 164 criminal arrests, investigate
for service and
sions (including five fatalities), received 728 calls
of Sept. 30, colmade 53 driving under the influence arrests. As
those, 23 were
Of
area.
One
Post
the
in
people
lisions killed 44
During the
not wearing their seat belts and 11 involved alcohol.
in
same period last year, 42 people died in collisions. Statewide
to 715 in
compared
killed,
people
702
been
have
there
205,
cited 277
2004. During the Labor Day holiday period, troopers
seat belt. Fifteen
drivers for speeding and 32 for not wearing their
drivers also were arrested for DUI
Murray Fire Department
13th St. at
• Both engines and the rescue truck responded to 209
to be heat from
936 a.m. Monday. The incident was determined
defective or worn wiring.
— Information is obtained from reports.
logs and citations from various agencies.

Tammy forms off Fla. coast
MIAMI (AP) - Tropical
Storm Tammy formed just off
Florida's east coast Wednesday
and was expected to bring heavy
rain to northern Florida and
KRISTIN TAYLOR/Ledger & Times photo
and the
for parts of Georgia
Calloway County Attorney David Harrington poses with a certificate he was awarded
Carolinas-later in the day.
Office
having an increase in the number of paternity establishments the Child Support
Tammy. with winds of 40
conmph, was centered about 20
made during the past fiscal year as compared to the previous year. While he's the
left, they miles east of Cape Canaveral at
tracting official, he said the credit goes to the women who run the office. From
pictured,
not
Grady,
Ann
Leigh
Shutt.
7:30 a.m. and was moving to the
Lynda
and
Orange
are Melissa Birdsong, Shanna
Fourth north-northwest at 16 inph. It
across
building
a
in
housed
been
has
which
otfice,
the
in
time
part
also works
was expected to continue MOVStreet from the judicial building since 2003.
ing in that direction while gradually slowing its forward
motion.

II Paternity ...

important because the Child
----Support Office_aims..forhelping
count for those who owe more children;"Our main priority is
getting it established." Orange
than SI On
"It's a weapon; it's- a big said. "It's not in the hest interest
tool." Harrington said of the of any child to he without child
criminal means. "Sometimes support.
But collecting child support
'that's all that gets their attenisn't always a quick fix.
tion."
time."
take
does
"It
Getting their attention is
Harrington said. "If someone
hasn't paid in five years, they'll
come over here and it may take
a year: it may take six months.; it
may take three months. But we
virallCiAAweb.org
want to hold people accountable."
One of the ways the office
will do that is publish a list of
people who owe child support.

From Front

Murray Civic Music Association
mum% KY

Mark O'Connor
Hot Swing Trio

Much like the delinquent property taxes—the_list could prompt
some to fulfill their responsibiliments for which they 'd already
ty. The Jefferson County Child From Front
signed leases.
Support Office recently pubAnderson is glad he could
munity?
lished a list of the top 1,000
"Sure, we gave them things, help people get re-established,
child .support obligors in The but they've given,back."
and gives the credit to volunCourier-Journal.
teers who organized disaster
Orleans
The number of New
Other counties, including
remaining at the camp relief with limited resources.
evacuees
Calloway, are interested in was at 28 on Tuesday afternoon, And now he has open room at
doing the same. Shutt said she and Anderson expected that to the camp he manages with his
expects such a list to he pubdrop off as the week went on wife. Colleen. to offer similar —
lished. locally once the office
because at least two families — albeit more temporary — relief
gets necessary reports from the one of four and another of six — to those from Abbeville.
Cabinet for Health and Human were waiting to mote into apartServices. The list of those who
owe child support could he
ready in the next couple of
months.

1111 Evacuees

III Smith ...
From Front

Monday thru Friday 7:30 am - 5 pm
Saturday 8:30 am - 5 pm

Monday, October 6, 2005• 7:30 p.m.

$2.0 tickets ailahle at the door.'
For more inforMation call 753-4446

.

both multiple choice and open
response items for testing in the
spring.
'1 hope to continUe to serve
proudly for a very long time as I
take great pride in my work on
assessment." she said. "I also
served as a table leader for the
Standard
Bookmark
('TB
Setting process that was conducted about six years ago, as
well as the Synthesis Step that
resulted in updates to our testing
procedures."
In the past year Smith has
conducted a study on multiple
intelligence strategies and collaborative learning techniques in
the classroom which resulted in
her administration purchasing
new curriculum for all 7th and

AiNes/
NOW OPEN

All performances in
Murray State University's
Historic Lovett Auditorium.
Nlurray, Kentucky

A tropical storm warning was
issued from Cocoa Beach north
to Santee River, S.C., meaning
tropical storm conditions are
expected in those areas within
the next 24 hours.
Robbie Berg, a meterologist
at the National Hurricane Center
in Miami, said because Tammy
will spend so little time over
water, it is unlikely that it will
reach hurricane strength of 74
mph. He said it is hard to forecast where Tammy will make
landfall because it is moving
parallel to the coast.

Located
in the
lower
level of
New Life Christian Bookstore
100 S Fifth St
270/753.1640

Forecast
Tonight will be partly cloudy
with lows in the lower 60s, followed by a partly cloudy dayThursday with highs in the mid
70s. Thursday night will be partly cloudy with lows in the mid
40s.

PArtt.t1 tundort h.t• heen [no% ideJ hs he Kentu.k!, Arts('ouned
Agen. tit the(,inencr,r I. .thtnei s 1th support front ihS0t,nal Endowment tor the Arts
-1111.0111.1...11=L

You Are Invited To Attend Our

GOSPEL MEETING
(11 the

Coldwater Church of Christ
8467 State Route 121 N., Murray, KY.
(Located about 8 miles N%eSt of Murray)

Friday,Saturday & Sunday
October 7-9, 2005
SPEAKER: Jim Dearman
TIME: Friday & Saturday 7:oo p.m.

Sunday Services; 9:30 & io:15 a.m., and 7:3o pan.
LUNCH SERVED FOLLOWING MORNING WORSHIP
A Warm Welcome Awaits You

Come Bring Your Bible and Hear God's Word Preached.

PAM.
You've always been able to recognize value
The decisions you make today put you on the road 'G Ar)ere you want to be tomorrow
Throughout your Me yoUve planned and made smart decisions now here's your
reward
You deserve Stale aysio's Prime os Life pain for you,',arse and autos Fmd out more
about Pnrne of Ole aid other State Auto bfoducts

Ii

RAYERSTOCK
INSURANCE AGENCY

Er
JAN

Wwwwweine

211 S. 12th St. • Murray
753-3415

rSTATE Atrrcr
LJ

realranceCurparres

Friends you can depend on. Since 1921

8th grade social studies teachers.
Smith said that in the future
she hoped to become even more
involved at the state level and
hopefully present at state conferences such as KCSS and
KTLC.
• Smith said she was very
proud to be a part of the
School
County
Calloway
System and its outstanding staff.
"Everyone here deserves an
award and high honors for the
hard work and high hopes and
expectations they have for our
students."
For three years Smith has
represented Calloway County
Schools on the Murray State
University Middle School
Assessment Committee that
meets twice each year to discuss
changes to the teacher e'd program that will keep the university in tune with actual assessment
• demands that educators must be
aware of once they begin teaching.
Smith, who has been at
Middle
County
Calloway
School for five years, holds a
bachelor's degree in interdisciplinary studies and a minor in
education from Austin Peay
- State—University in Clarksville.
Tenn. She also has a master's
degree in middle school educaState
Murray
tion from
University and is currently
working on her Rank I degree.
In addition to the professional development activities provided/required by her district,
Smith has voluntarily participated in and attended numerous
regional and state events.
History Alive! Curriculum
has informed Smith that it will
feature her in its upcoming catalog with a picture and information. She is currently attending
the
Economics
National
Conference at San Antonio,
Texas.
She is the wife of Steven
Smith, an English teacher at
Calloway County High School.
They have one daughter. Smith
is the daughter of Glenn and
Regina Skaggs of Herndon.
Calloway County Middle
School Principal Tawnya Hunter
was thrilled at the good news of
Smith's award and the positive
attention it brings to CCMS academic programs.
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Arraignment set in player death
(rte
,101.11.1
Authorities in Oregon are prose- related to Wilhite'. death.
cuting a man for providing alcoReese. 21. was Wilhite's forhol to a baseball player from mer teammate for the Bend
Kentucky who drowned in the Elks, a member of the West
Deschutes- River this summer.
C-ottst -Collegiate-. -BaseballScott Reese. of Portland. League. Reese is a junior at
iii
Ore., will be arraigned Oct. 14 Creighton
University
for providing alcohol to Michael Nebraska.
Wilhite, owas 20 years old
On July 261, Reese was floatwhen he drowned on July 28 in ing in the river with friends and
Bend. Ore. Wilhite. of Franklin, teammates. Witnesses said he
Ky., was in the state to play on a tell in the water while attempt;
slimmer league baseball team. ing to get off an air mattress.
He would have been a junior on
According to toxicology
Western Kentucky University's results. Wilhite's blood alcohol
baseball team.
level was 0.20 — more than
Deschutes County District twice the legal driving limit in
Attorney Mike Dugan said he Oregon.

Bob Billington

Robert E•tOgton

Jason Buungton

Jr

THE MURRAY
INSURANCE AGENCY

Photo provided

CCHS Laker Band representatives, from left, Heather R. Collins, Lindsey Smith, Courtney Stephens, Josh Byrne,
Kyle Rogers and Jonathan R. Higgins receive top awards on behalf of the Laker Band at Saturday's Louisville
Classic.

AUTO • HOME • BUSINESS • HEALTH & LIFE
Bel-Air Center • Murray •753-4751

Laker Band wins in two contests
The Calloway County High School Laker Band rocked the
city of Louisville on Saturday competing in both the Lousiville
Male High School Classic and Butler Traditional High School
contest garnishing six top awards in the KMEA-sponsored
events.
At the Louisville Classic, the Laker Band received first place
band honors in the new KMEA 4A division and best Color guard.
Four more awards including 4A first place, best color guard, percussion and music in 4A were added at the Butler Traditional
Saturday evening.

New Orleans universities
plan for Jan. 2006 reopening
NEW ORLEANS (AP) - In universities like Brown. Yale
the aftermath of Hurricane and Princeton. and are using
Katrina, professors and students their break from teaching as
from the city's universities took uninterrupted time to focus on
academic refuge in other research projects.
schools — some as far away as
"One or two of our people
the University of Haifa in Israel. have indicated that they have
Now, more than a month after had offers that they are considerthe storm, New Orleans' univer- ing," said Elizabeth Barron, the
soles
including--Tutane;---vice—president—fer—ae-adernie—
Loyola and Xavier — are put- affairs at Xavier. "I think most
ting together ambitious plan to nistitutiOns, would be a bit above
reopen in January.
that under the circumstances."
Officials are patching up batTo lure faculty back with
tered campuses. finding housing their families, Tulane _ the
for employees whose homes largest private employer in
were destroyed, gauging how greater New Orleans with 6,000
many students will return and employees _ has received
persuading top faculty not to approval from the Orleans
jump ship.
Parish School Board to sponsor
"There might be some people a charter school aimed at chilwho prefer not to go back to the dren in the neighborhood.
city, especially if they've lost
Kristine Davis. a spokestheir houses, but for the faculty woman for Loyola. said the uniwho have invested a lot in versity was working on lining
Loyola. they won't be inclined to up temporary housing for the 6()
hunt for something else," said percent of its employees estiBernard Cook, a history profes- mated to have lost their homes.
hut such units are in high
sor at the university.
Cook, who has a visiting demand in New Orleans, and
at will likely be in short supply.
assistant
professorship
Georgetown until his school
The American Council on
reopens, said he is splitting his Education estimates 75.000 to
time between the university and 100,000 college students in the
the National Archives in New Orleans area have been
Washington. D.C., where he's affected by the storm, and close
working on a book about diplo- to three dozen universities in the
matic relations between the U.S. region have been seriously damand Romania prior to World War aged.
On Tulane's campus for the
any New Orleans faculty first time since he escaped
have taken temporary refuge at Katrina's flooding in an old

motorboat and a hot-wired golf
cart, university President Scott
Cowen said only about 100 of
the school's 13.000 students
have said they don't plan to
return. At Xavier. Barron' said
she's only heard from "perhaps
10" of the school's approximately 4,100 students who say they
won't be reru in
"It's great to be in Seattle, hut
in January, it will be good to get
back to New Orleans," Justin
Cooper, a Tulane student now
settled at the University of
Washington told The Daily, the
school's student newspaper.
Some students, though,
weren't as sure about returning.
Linda Morton had planned to
start at Tulane in September;
instead, she's at the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln. "Everyone
is so nice here — it's completely
opened my eyes to a new
choice," ,,she told
e Daily
Nebraskan.
Tulane and Xavier also have
announced plans to get students
back on track by adding an additional semester tucked between
the end of classes this spring and
the start of the 2006-07 school
year.
The New Orleans schools
also are working on plans to
band together. allowing students
from the harder-hit Xavier and
Dillard universities to take
classes at relatively unscathed
Tulane and Loyola. Xavier and
Dillard would also lend faculty.

WASHINGTON (AP) Heavy damage by Hurricanes
Katrina and Rita mean it probably will take months to return
offshore natural gas production
to normal levels.
Interior Secretary Gale
Norton said Tuesday that while
the production shortfall will
mean high prices for natural gas
this winter, there should be no
widespread shortages of the
fuel. The Gulf Coast produces
about one-fifth of the natural gas
used by industry and to heat
homes, especially in the country's midsection.
Noting that a year ago Gulf
oil and gas producers recovered
fairly- fast from -Hurricane Ivan,
Norton said at a news conference, "We are not seeing this
kind of quick recovery this time
around." It may take into next
year for some of the heavily
damaged oil and gas platforms
to be repaired, she said.

Gospoi
mooting
October 74,2005
Friday, 7:00 p.m. - Kevin Williams

The scheduled lecture
Thursday with Dr. Bill Bass,
an expert on forensics, has
been cancelled due to an illness.
An attempt to reschedule
the lecture will be made.
according to an event organizer.

University Church of Christ minister

Sunday,10:45 a.m. - Josh Herndon

509 N.8th Street
(Corner of 8th &

On-display in our
HUGE new showroom:
•Sony Big Screens
•Sony Video Equipment
•Home Theater Systems
•Surround Sound/Outdoor

cthe(ii
corrirrierc l(L/
or residential.phone. sound
and security systems

Over 100 years of
combined experience!
SALES I SERVICE I INSTALLATION

* MURRAY ELECTRONICS, INC.*

6.75I0pR
Annual rebate**

$270
based on a
$40,000 balance

Saturday, 7:00 p.m. - John Dale
Sunday,10:00 a.m. - Charley Bazzell

Come visit us at our
New Location!

(270) 753-7567

Walnut Grove Church of Christ minister

Glendale Road Church of Christ minister

ilitt NOW
CO0I.aitU.SGaTOONSOPEN

Dr. Bass
lecture is
cancelled

Prime + 0%

Widespread gas
shortages are
not foreseen

* Notice! *

Forty-three bands attended the two events in both afternoon
and evening competitions.
The Laker Band has already qualified for the 2005 KMEA
State Class 4A Ouaterfinals in Hopkinsville on Oct.15.
This year's field show is titled "Tutankhamen —The Curse of
King Tut's Tomb," .an orginal composition by composer Key
Pulan.
The next performance of the Laker Band is Friday at the
Calloway-Hopkinsville football game.

You heard us right, so come see
us. As soon as you come to.
For a limited time, get our EquiLine Home
Equity Line of Credit and you'll get more
:than a great rate — you'll get a rebate.
We'll give you back 10% of the interest
you pay, for 3 years. Plus no closing
costs, points or fees. and our Five Star
Service Guarantee.'Best of all, if rates
increase, we'll increase your reward. So
hurry. Before we change our minds.
Go online at usbank.com, visit your local
branch. or call 1-888-444-BANK (2265)
ext. 4100.

Downtown Paducah • 333 Broadway • 575-5238 Broadway • 1666 Broadway Paducah • 575-5126
Lone Oak 2630 Lone Oak Road. Paducah • 575-5231 KY Oaks Mall • 3051 James Sanders Blvd., Paducah • 575-5221
Tyler Pork • 2174 Bridge Si., Paducah • 575-5353 Reidland • 5531 Reidrand Rood: Paducah - 575-5390
Benton • 201 East 11th St. • 527-1383 Draffenville 95 US Hwy 68 E. 527-0036
Murray 1111 Main Si • 753-9443 Mayfield 406 S. lift St. 247-9494

Union Hill Church of Christ minister

Mbank.

Sunday, 2:00 p.m. - Gary Hill
Lebanon Church of Christ minister
There will be dinner on the grounds
(Pet Luck)after the Sunday 10:45 a.m.
service. All are invited to participate.
The 2:00 p.m. worship will be the final
service of the day. Do plan to be with us.

UNION GROVE CHURCH Of CHRIST
2011 Poor Form Rd., Murray, KY

Five Star Service Guaranteed(lt*
,,
-;•)
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OUR READERS WRITE

Letters to the Editor Policy
V Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071,faxed
to 270-753-1927. or e-mailed to editor@murrayledgetcom.
V Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have address and
phone number. E-mailed letters must have address and phone
number.
V Letters should be kept between 300-400 words and must be
typed. Handwritten letters will not be published.
The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit or reject
any letter. Editing or rejection can be on the basis of length, style,
spelling, grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page. Letters of a -thank you" nature that note sponsors by name will not be accepted.
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Alum
Our Elected Officials
liUMS1

U.S.. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
301 Cannon House Office Building
wwirf/ rtouse goviwhafield

Washington, D.C. 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S: Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARusSell Senate Office Building Washington. D C. 20510
www ern bunningi4bunning senate gov
1-202-224-4343

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building Washington, D.C. 20510
1:202-224-2541 (Washington #)
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To the Editor.
Through the Murray Learning Academy, I received job training
with the Murray Calloway County Need Line. Not only did I
receive job training. I feel that I have a better understanding of
how Need Line helps our community. Below are some of the
things that I have learned about Need Line.
The community we live in is so fortunate to have the help ot
non-profit organizations. One of the biggest helpers we have is
Need Line. Need Line is here to help in any way that it can. If
Need Line didn't exist and the people in our community didn't help
out like they do. then the crime rate would go up because people
would have to steal, rob, and do whatever they could to get what
they needed.
This yea? Need Line has helped out with the following:
II 4.152 total families
•3,180 families with food
MI 576 families with utilities
•145 families with rent
II 48 homeless people
•2,915 families received government foods
•2,777 people with personal items
Needtine runs offthe donations people make, the time people
take out of their lives to volunteer, and the efforts the community
as a whole puts into making something so great really work. If you
'need some help with getting food in your house, getting some
•
financial assistance with your electric bill, water bill or rent, finding a place to stay for a night. and/or getting some personal
hygiene product.. Need Lineis here to help the Calloway County
calm/tunny.
Need Line is a one stop place. It gives people the ability to get
all their business done in one place. rather than having to go to five
or six different places just so they can get their needs met. If Need
Line is unable to help somebody they can refer them to other
places that can better meet their needs.
Et et)hody is so busy in their everyday lives it's hard to help ow
the community. By giving food donations, helping out in fund raisers. giving money donations and the other various ways of donating. are different ways the people in the community are given to
help out.
The,need to donate and help out is very important. Need Line is
always in need of donations and/or volunteers. There are so many
peoples lives that are changed everyday because of the purpose
Need Line holds. If you were in need ofaasistance. wouldn't you
wiiiii
-fieTp of Need Line?
Sincerely,
Shaunna Ray
Murray, Ky.
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Parties conflicted over Miers
WASHINGTON (AP)President Bush's decision to
make White House counsel
Harriet Miers his second
Supreme Court nominee is
causing some strange friction
on Capitol Hill. with some
Republicans unsure about her
conservative credentials and
some Democrats seemingly
.iipponing her.
The mixed signals create
..me uncertainty about how
tiers will be received in the:
,enate as the Judiciary
.immittee prepares for another
• ..und of confirmation hearings
before the end of the year.
Bush portrayed Mier., who
lies er has been a judge. as a
-atriet-eliwaenetionneoness ho "will strictly interpret our
'‘institution- and-laws.-"She will not legislate from
the bench," the president said as
the 60-year-old former private'
attorney stood with him in the
Oval Office:
"If confirmed, I recognize
that I will have a tremendous
responsibility to keep our judicial system strimg and to help
ensure that the courts meet their
obligations to strict!) apply the
laws and the Constitution." said
Miers, who has worked on previous judicial. nominations with
many of the same senators who
now will judge her candidacy.
She immediately began visiting senators in the Capitol.
meeting with Judiciary
Committee Chairman Arlen
Specter; Senate.Majority Leader
Bill Frist and Senate
Democratic leader Harry Reid,
all of whom had words of
praise for her.
In a round of telev ision interviews Tuesday. White House

WASHINGTON TODAY
By Jesse J.' Holland
counselor Dan Bartlett sought
Democrats.
to rea.ssUre conservatives who
Added Specter. R-Pa., an
have expres7sed Cericern that
abortion-rights moderate;
Miers might not be conservative "Everything I know about Ms.
enough for their tastes because
Miers is good."
she had no strong record on
Democrats said Miers, with
hot-button issues like abortion
no judicial record, will need to
and gay rights.
answer more questions than
"She shares President Bush's
Roberts did during his confirjudicial outlook and that is that
mation hearing. Most of her
justices shouldn't be creating
paperwork from her White
r-aw from the bench, they should House days will not be availhe strictly interpret the
able to the Senate because it
Constitution," Bartlett said on
falls under executive privilege
AP
CBS' 'The Early Show."
or lawyer-client privilege.
Frist is pushing to have
Bartlett said that Bush had
"It there-ever was a time
Miers confirmed by
not asked Miers her views on
when the hearings are going to
Thanksgiving, a compressed
issues like Winton or gay
-differeneeheditte.-"Sb
-i4
bac demonstratrights. "President Bush thinks
now," said Sen. Charles
ed her leadership, her character,
Ws- very - important not to .
Schumer, D-N.Y.
her integrity." said Frist, Rimpose a litmus test on judicial
At the same time, the White
Tenn., who harbors presidential •
candidates," Bartlett said on
House worked aggressively
aspirations in 2008.
NBC's "Today" show.
Monday to allay concerns over
But some of the more conWith Miers' selection. Bush
Miers among conservatives
servative GOP senators are
was looking to satisfy conserva- determined to turn the court to
being reserved when it comes to
tives who helped confirm Chief the right. '
Miers' nomination.
Justice John Roberts — without
Radio commentator Rush
Sen. Sam Brownback, Rinflaming Democrats who
Limbaugh repeatedly chalKan.. an anti-abortion senator
repeatedly warned against the
lenged Vice President Dick
who is also considered to be a
selection of an extreme conserCheney on why Bush chose
2008 presidential candidate,
vative to succeed Justice Sandra Miers over other nominees
pointedly declined comment on
Day O'Connor, who has voted
whose conservative credentials
Miers. And Sen. John Thune of
to uphold abortion rights and
were more clearly based on
South Dakota, one of the conpreserve affirmative action.
long records as judges. But by
servatives newly elected to the
It seems he has done both,
day's end the White House
Senate in 2004. said he was
somewhat. Quite a few GOP
trumpeted favorable comments
reserving judgment.
senators praised Miers,just as _ from Focus on the Family
"It has' been my expectation
they praised Roberts when hischairman James Dobson, among that President Bush would nomnomination was announced by
other prominent conservatives.
inate someone in the mold Of
the president.
Kyleen Wright, president of
Justices (Antonin) Scalia and
"My conversations with
an anti-abortion group then
(Clarence) Thomas and it.is my
Harriet Miers indicate that she
known as Texans United for
hope that Harriet Miers will
is a first-rate lawyer and a fine
Life, said in an interview that
prove to be such a person," he
person," said conservative Sen.
Miers donated $150 to the
said. Both Scalia and Thomas
Jeff Sessions. R-Ala.. a former
organization as a "bronze
have voted to overturn the 1973
prosecutor whose nomination to patron" for its annual dinner in
Roe v. Wade decision that legalthe federal court was stalled by
1989.
ized abortion,

The Leaderless Left
I h

iloati (Mill ill

the deaths in Iraq hip swelled
the ranks of the anti-war movement to the dimensions of a
politically viable force capable
..1 capturing the Democratic
Party. We
briefly
glimpsed
their incipient power
when
Howard
Dean, propelled by
their outrage. almost
upended
Morris
John Kerry
Advisory
By Dick Moms in the
Democratic
Syndicated
of
primaries
Columnist
2004. But
now, fed by
another year of a seemingly
endless war and almost 2.000
American military deaths, the
isolated pockets of anti-war
activistreare saimbipine with
mainstream voters, driven by
the national angst over the war,
to form a major political vanguard.
The most interesting aspect
of this spreading political
movement is that it has no leaders. All the usual suspects who

[night unfurl the banners and
assume the position to which
their political rank entitles them
are, instead, learning the lessons
of the last campaign and listing
to the center, hobbled by their
own records of hacking the
invasion in the first place.
Our current political situation resembles the '60s so
strongly that even the years
seem the same, with only the
decade changed. Iraq. like
Vietnam, started in the early'
years of the decade.
AdministratioWpolicy in each
engagement was sanctioned
early on by Congress and ratified in the fourth year of each
decade by an electoral victory.
Anti-war sentiment gathered in
the fifth year both times but
found no leaders among the
establishment of the Democratic
Party.
Back in the mid '60%, all the
usual leaders of the left —
Hubert Humptuiy. Lyndon
Johnson. Adlai Stevenson,
Edmund Muskie and Nelson
Rockefeller — were backing
the Vietnam War. Today, Hillary'
Clinton stands behind the war.
Will Clinton lose her claim
on the leadership of the left as
Humphrey did? Her support kw

the war might galvanize the
appearance of new leaders in
her party, just as the political
vacuum over Vietnam led to the
emergence of Eugene McCarthy
and George McGovern. Or will
she switch and play the role of
Robert Kennedy. discarding her
backing of the war just in time
to lead a crusade against it
before the elections of 2008?
Does the New York senator
understand the.dimensions of
outsider politics? Her advisers
aren't helping: Pollster Mark
Penn's dismissal of the idea of a
left-wing revolt against Hillary
as a "notion I would have to
laugh at" may take its rightful
place in the history' of famouslast-words alongside those of
Jim Jordan. John Kerry's early
campaign manager, dismissing
the Howard Dean surge: "There
are no votes on the Internet."
In fact, the left may have
the last laugh on this one. The
massive liberal backlash against
the moderate center of the
Democratic Party and the growing unease at Sen. Clinton's
support for the war the grassroots hate will do much to
shape the evolution of the 2008
presidential contest.
Remise deseeenvent might
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come sooner. This leaderless
left may well find a candidate
to field against Hillary in next
year's Democratic senatorial
primary. It might be an
Elizabeth Holtzman or Mark
Green — or someone further
from the mainstream. like Norm
Siegel. As soon as the left gets
the point that Hillary is not with
them, the retribution is likely to
be swift and sure.
•
So why is Hillary so stubborn on the war? Perhaps she
simply believes it's the right
thing to do.
But, based on my experience with her. I'd suggest three
other reasons: First. because she
is always stubborn; it's Hillary
being Hillary. Second. she
knows that for a woman to win,
she has to be perceived as a
hawk
Margaret Thatcher or
a Golda Mier. And. finally, she
is so enjoying the company of the establishment, the obeisance 1.
of men in uniform, the pats on
the back from her clubmates in ,:
the Senate that it is hard to turn
away and face the cold world
outside the establishment.
EDITOR'S NOTE: This
column was co-authored with
Eileen AfeGarut
• ,

th

Assisted suicide case to test federal power

Obituary
Franklin Dale Hodges

By GINA HOLLAND
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Supreme Court is revisiting the
emotionally -charged issue _of
physician-assisted suicide in a
test of the federal government's
power to block doctors from
helping terminally ill patients
end their lives.
Oregon is the only state that
lets dying patients obtain lethal
doses of medication. from their
doctors, although other states
may pass laws of their own if the
high court rules against the federal government. Voters in
Oregon have twice endorsed
doctor-assisted suicide, but the
Bush administration has aggressively challenged the state law.
The case, the first major one
to come before the new chief
Justice, John Roberts, will be
heard by justices touched personally by illness. Three justices
_ Sandra Day O'Connor, Ruth
Bader Ginsburg and John Paul
Stevens _ have had cancer. and a
fourth _ Stephen Breyer _ has a
spouse who counsels young cancer patients who are dying.
Their longtime colleague,
Chief Justice William H.
Rehnquist, who • once wrote
about the "earnest and profound
debate" over doctor-assisted suicide, died a month ago after battling untreatable cancer for nearly a year.
In 1997 the court found that
the terminally ill have no constitutional right to doctor-assisted
suicide. O'Connor provided a
key fifth . vote in that decision,
which left room for state-by- •
state experimentation.
O'Connor is retiring. and
Bush on Monday named White
_House lawyer Harriet Miers to
replace her: If Miers is confirmed before a ruling is
announced, O'Connor's vote will
not count. A 4-4 tie would probably require the court to schedAP Photo
argument session.
An Iraqi woman loads copies of the country's draft con- ule a new
is a turf battle of
appeal
The
Iraq's
ay.
stitution into a sack in Baghdad Wednesd
nal showconstitutio
a
not
sorts,
National Assembly voted Wednesday to reverse lastminute changes it had made to rules for next week's referendum on a new constitution.

The tuneral tor Franklin Dale Hodges will be Thursday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Paul
Bogard will officiate.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
(Wednesday).Mr. Hodges. 58, Oak Hurst Drive, Hopkinsville, died Sunday.
Oct. 2, 2005, at 11:10 p.m. at Jennie Stuart Medical Center,
Hopkinsville.
He was owner and operator of H & H Express, an expedited
trucking and delivery, and a former member of Hardin Lodge of
Free and Accepted Masons. He was of Baptist faith and had been
living in Hopkinsville the past three years. He was born Sept. 16,
1947, in Calloway County.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Janice Kay Still Stewart
Hodges; one daughter, Mrs. Christie Renee Moore, one son, Jeffery
Dale Hodges. and his mother, Mrs. Dotty Rue Parrish Tabers, all of
Murray; two stepdaughters, Mrs. Kathi Deshazo and husband, Mike,
Bowling Green, and Mrs. Pamela Bradley and husband, Maurice,
Hopkinsville; two stepsons, Michael Stewart and wife, Leigh Ann,
and David Stewart, all of Hopkinsville; one sister, Mrs. Diane Ahart,
and one uncle, James Euell Parrish, both of Almo; five grandchildren; seven stepgrandchildren; three stepgreat-grandchildren.

U.N. criticism and Sunni
threats force change in Iraqi
constitutional voting rules
By OASSIM ABDUL-ZAHRA
Associated Press Writer
BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) Iraq's National Assembly voted
on Wednesday to reverse lastminute changes it had made to
rules for next week's referendum
on a new constitution following
criticism by the United Nations
and a boycott threat by the Sunni
minority.
After a brief debate and with
only about half of its 275 members present, the assembly voted
119-28 to restore the original
voting rules for the Oct. 15 referendum.
Washington hopes a "yes"
vote in the referendum will unite
Iraq's disparate factions and
erode support for the country's
bloody insurgency.
Sunni Arabs are campaigning
the constitution al the
defeat
to
polls, but U.S. and U.N. officials
want them to participate in the
vote. They hope that restoring
the original rules will avert a
Sunni boycott of the referendum, which would have deeply
undermined the credibility of
the vote and wreck efforts to
bring Sunnis into the political
process.
•

"The government is completely keen to make the constitutional process legitimate and
of high credibility and we are
concerned about the success of
this process rather than the
results of the referendum," govLaith
ernment spokesman
Kubba said after the vote.
An official with the United
Nations, which is supervising
the referendum, praised the parliament for reversing the decision, saying he believed Sunni
Arabs will now take part in the
referendum. He spoke on condition of anonymity because official comment should come from
U.N. headquarters in New York.
Many Sunnis oppose the
charter and want it rewritten,
believing it would divide Iraq
and leave Shiites in the south
and Kurds in the north with virtual autonomy and control over
the country's oil wealth.
The original rules, now
restored, mean that Sunnis can
veto the constitution by getting a
two-thirds "no" vote in three
provinces, even if the charter
Wiins majority approval nationwide. Sunni Arabs are dominant
in four of the 18 provinces.

TION
KENTUCKY CIRCUIT COURT CLERK EXAMINA
of ciroffice
for
election
The qualifying examination for the 2006
the
of
Office
tive
Administra
the
by
given
be
cuit court clerk will
the Frankfort
Courts (AOC) on Saturday. December 3, 2095 at
for the
Convention Center. This is the only date and location
exam.
other details
Pre-registration, qualifications, study materials and
he deadline
ts.net..,T
www.kycour
at
available
about the exam are
2005.
for pre-registration, which is mandatory, is November 1.
for a vacancy
Individuals having passed a ,Aualifying exam
1, 2005 who
October
and
2002
1,
January
appointment between
verify their eliare claiming an exemption from re-testing should
n deadline.
gibility for candidacy with AOC prior to the registratio
AOC at(502)
Questions regarding the exam should be directed to
l.aoc.state.ky.us.
573-2350 ext. 2242 or GeneralCounsel@mai
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Court
Supreme
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holds
Summer Goodwind, from Portland, Or.,
-charged
lly
emotiona
the
revisit
will
Court
Supreme
The
on.
Wednesday in Washingt
power to block
issue of physician-assisted suicide in a test of the federal government's
lives.
doctors from helping terminally ill patients end their
down. Former Attorney General. to make. There's a lot of discomJohn Ashcroft, a favorite among fort with having the government
the president's base of religious at any level get involved." •
Under Rehnquist's leadership
conservatives, decided in 2001
to pursue doctors who help peo- the court had sought to embolden states to set their own rules.
ple die. •
Hastening someone's death is Roberts, who once served as a
an improper use of medication law clerk to Rehnquist and
and violates federal drug laws, worked as a government lawyer.
Ashcroft reasoned, an opposite may be sympathetic to Bush
conclusion than the one reached administration arguments that
by Janet Reno, the Clinton the federal government needs
administration attorney general. ultimate authority to control
Oregon filed a lawsuit to drugs. In this case, that would be
defend its law, which took effect at odds with the concept, popuin 1997 and has been used by lar among conservatives, of limiting federal interference.
208 people.
Paul
General
Solicitor
The Supreme Court will
administra
Bush
-the
-element
goy-federalthe
decide whether
tion's Supreme Court lawyer.
eminent can trump the state.
"It could be close," said Neil told justices in a filing that 49
Siegel. a law professor at Duke states, centuries-of tradition, and
University and former Supreme doctors groups agree that
Court clerk. "It is a wrenching "assisted suicide is 'fundamen- issue. It's one of the most diffi- tally incompatible' with a pllysicult decisions any family needs eian's role as healer."

The administration lost at the
9th U.S. Circuit' Court- of
Appeals in San Francisco. which
said Ashcroft's "unilateral
attempt to regulate general medhistorically
practices
ical
entrusted to state lawmakers
interferes with the democratic
debate about physician-assisted
suicide."
In Oregon. the first assistedsuicide law won narrow
appraval, just a 51 percent
majority. in 1994. An effort to
repeal it in 1997 was rejected by
60 percent Of voters.
"There is a real human need"
for control over one's life, said
Charlene_
patient_
cancer
Andrews of Salem. Ore."We are
terminal and we know when we
have a few weeks left. We know
when we're unconscious. We
know when we're at the end.

Scientists reconstruct deadly 1918 flu virus
in effort to fight similar future pandemics
By MIKE STOBBE
immunity to the deadly 1918
Associated Press Writer
v irus--after - the _Pandemic. and a
ATLANTA (AP)-- Scientists
degree of immunity is
certain
have made from scratch the
to persist today. Also.
believed
Spanish flu virus that killed as
research, scientists
previous
in
in
many as 50 million people
modern antiviral
that
concluded
1918, the first time an infectious
against
effective
are
medicines
agent behind a historic pandemviruses.
flu-like
Spanish
ic has ever been reconstructed.
recreation.
virus
The
Why did they do. it?
Wednesday, is
d
announce
help
may
it
say
rs
Researche
in the journal Science.
them better understand _ and detailed
n of that gene'
completio
The
the
_
against,.
defftses
develop
announced in
was
g
sequencin
threat of.a future worldwide epithe journal Nature.
demic from bird flu.
The virus was made from
Like the 1918 virus, the curbut based on a blueprint
scratch,
Asia
rent avian flu in Southeast
occurs naturally in birds. In from Alaska.
team
Taubenberger's
1918, the virus mutated, infected people and then spread sequenced genome information
among them. So far, the current recovered from a female flu vicAsian virus has killed at least 65 tim buried in the Alaskan perpeople but has rarely spread per- mafrost in 1918. Then, they
shared the data with researchers
son-to-person.
But viruses mutate rapidly at New York's Mount Sinai
and it could soon develop infec- School of Medicine. Using a
tious properties like those seen technique called reverse genetin the 1918 bug. said Dr. Jeffery ics, the Mount Sinai researchers
Taubenberger of the U.S, Armed used the genetic coding to create
Forces Institute of Pathology. . microscopic. virus-like strings
"The effort to understand of genes, called plasmids.
- The plasmids then were sent
what happened in 1918 has
taken on a new urgency," said to the federal Centers for
Taubenberger, who led the gene- Disease Control and Prevention
in Atlanta. where they were
sequencing team.
inserted into human kidney*,cells
resof
risk
The public health
urrecting the virus is minimal. for the final step in the virus
U.S. health officials said. People' reconstruction.ON YOUR SIDE
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tions against otential future
pandemic • agents. said ona d
Kennedy, editor-in-chief of
Science.
"W'e carefully considered the
implications of publishing this
research and concluded that the
knowledge we're gaining to
potentially protect public health
far outweighs the risk of workthe virus," Kennedy
id.
ngwith
sia
The Spanish flu of 1918 was
a terrible pandemic. In a- few
months, it killed more people
than any other illness in recorded world history _ an estimated
20 million to 50 million worldwide, including roughly 550.000
in the United States.
In severe cases, victims'
lungs filled with fluid and they
essentially drowned in a disease
process that took less than a
week. It was known for being
particularly dangerous to young ,
adults, a group usually less susceptible to flu complications
than younger and older people.
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inside the cell, the virus assembles__ itself," _ said Terrence
-CDC research-sciTirilipey,lbe
entist who assembled the virus.
"It only takes a couple of days."
About 10•vials of virus were
created, each containing about
10 million infectious virus particles. Tumpey said in an interview with The Associated Press.
More may he created, he said, to
researchers'
accommodate
future needs.
The virus particles are being
stored at the CDC. and there are
no plans to send samples off
Dr. Julie
campus, said
Gerberding. the agency's director.
However, the genetic inforby
sequenced
mation
Taubenberger is being placed in
GenBank, ,a public genetic
sequence database operated by
the National Institutes of Health.
Scientists need access to the
research as they try to'develop
vaccines and antiviral medica-
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Photo provided
Serving as hostesses for the September meeting of the
Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club were, from
left, Martha Broach, Sally DuFord and Jan Hough.

Buchanan will speak
at library on Friday
hook talk and have a book
signing of his new hook, "Terror!-Terror! & Tom Walker
Two" on Fridas. from 6 to 7
p.m. in the meeting room of
Calloway Public Library.
Books will be available for
purchase at the book signing.
His new book is a chronicle. a lively debate and a penetrating analysis of the moral.
religious and political issues

of the

War on

Crouch speaker at meeting
of MWC Delta Department

Terror:

Buchanan. a native Georgian.
and now long-time Calloway
County resident, is a noted
theologian,• mythgologist and
philosopher, lie earned his PhD
in Biblical' Theology. He is a
prolific writer with 17 published
works beginning "The Goat
Cried," a collection of' southern tale': of wit, humor and
satire. to "Oedipus Revisited."
modern version of the (fedi-

C-heryl ('rood.. Murray-Calloway County Hospital. spoke
on "Stroke Awareness" at the
September meeting of the Delta
Department of the Murray.
Woman's Club.
explained
" Crouch
what
stroke is and the different kinds
Yif strokes. She also talked
about risk factors that increase
a risk of stroke and what can
be done to r educe some risk
'
factors.
The speaker emphasized the
iorportimcc.----of Tsceking --cure
immediately if there is any one

pus myth.

Ray receives bachelor's degree
CAPE GIRARDLAI

\lo.

- Tarron Patrick Ray of Nlur-

ray, Ky.. was one of 255 students to receive his bachelor's

degree following the summer
session at Southeast Missouri

or a combination of warning
signs. such -as sudden numbness or weakness of the face,
arm or leg, loss of balance or
coordination, trouble speaking
or understanding, or severe
headache with no known cause.
Crouch said "Time is critical. A clot-dissolving drug
known as IPA. if given within three hours after an ischemic
stroke starts. can reduce longterm disability."
The American Stroke ASSY/-

Slate l'intersity.
Ray receised his bachelor's
•degree with a major in genet-,atklv-s
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Murray. KY • 753-7441

ing

a

healthy

way of life.

"Arthritis Alert will he the
topic' of discussion at the next
eeting-on--Oct. 12 at 1 pm..
at the club house. Of interested in attending this program.
call DuFord at 753-4446 for
details.

Breast Cancer Awareness Month.
The perfect time to give-your
whole body some attention.

MMS Fall Festival Thursday
Murray Middle School Fourth and Fifth Graders will have
its first Fall Festival on Thursday from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m., at
the MMS football field. Featured will be pumpkin paintipg,
face painting, cake walk, photo booth, candy in a haystack,
free throw shoot, caramel apples and lots more. Tickets are ,25
cents each or five for $1. The public is invited.

Kelle Pardue
& Adam Grogan
Katie Alcott &
Michael Wright.
Katie Stout ,
& Kory Cunningham

he power to

amaze vourselt

The LAMP Christian Homeschool Group will meet Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m: at the Calloway County Public Library.
This is open to all homeschoolers and those interested in homeschooling who would like to be involved in an active network
of home educators in the county. The group will discuss ideas
to help organize and de-clutter your home while educating
your children. This will he an informal and open discussion
for all 'with contributions by veteran homeschoolers. For more
information call. 753-3626 or 759-1098 or visit the website" at
www.calloway-lamp.org.

Murray,

KY 42071

252-3399
1769 Mayfield Hwy. 85

\
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Pi Kappa Alpha Alumni to meet
•Fhe Alumni of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity will meet today
at 5:30 p.m. at The Big Apple.

3420 Park
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Murray High School Fastpitch Club will meet today at 5;45
p.m. at the MHS cafeteria. All persons interested in the gitls
fastpitch softball program in the Murray School system are
encouraged and invited to attend.

Garden Department will meet
Garden Department ot the Murray %roman's Club will have
a meeting and dessert Thursday at I p.m. at the club house.
Wayne Harper, Murray State University Landscape Designer,
will present the program. Hostesses will be Carla Rexroat,
Martha Crafton, Shirley Lamb. Zula Sykes and Peggy Nieschlag.
Members are asked to bring items for victims of domestic
violence. .

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday' and Thursday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray, next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-4472004.

MMS needs parents

Curriculum Committee of North Elementary School Sitebased Decision Council will meet today at 3:20 p.m. at ttr
school.
4

Life House open in new building

•

Life House Care Center has reopened it its nest location at
602 Poplar St., according to Carmelita Norvell. director. Hotis
will he from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through Thursday. Lite
House was established in April 1983.

will br haying their

COUNTRY NAM BREAKFAST
EVERYONE WELCOME

Avenue

Paducah, KY 42001

CO

MHS Fastpitch Club to meet

Saturday, October 8, 5:30 a.m.-10 a.m.

575-3800

University Square • 1215 Si.
7S4-2100
Moodav-Friclay 10-S,
Saturday 10-2

f•

to

Murray Masonic Lodge

759-3400
602 N. 12th,Strect

C

Homeschool Group will meet Thursday

North committee will meet
Not only can our 30-minute ss orkout three times a
',seek help diminish the risk of breast cancer, but if you .
wim urves the week tit October 10th. we'll waive the
,
erVICC lee. All you have to do IS show proof of a cum • • •
mammogram lictause at Curves WC Care about you
your health From head to h1C.

a

cl.

Murray-Calloway County Hospital Blood Bank will have a
blood drive today from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. For information call
762-1119.

Miriam Rogers
& Jason Hill

Ft
It'ad

Ken

The 15th annual Civil War Days will start Friday at 5 p.m.
and continue through Sunday at Columbus-Belmont State Park.
Columbus. Special events have been planned for all three days.
The 52nd Regimental String Band will perform throughout the
weekend and at the Civil War Ball from 8 to 10 p.m_ Saturday. A camp meeting will be at 8:30 a.m. Sunday with Chaplain Capt. Alan Farley preaching followed by a memorial
service at 10 a.m. at the Columbus Cemetery. For more information call the Columbus State Park at 1-270-677-2327.

MCCH Blood Bank plans drives

Benton,

•oe

Cheryl Crouch
by phone toll tree at I -88S478-7653.
Hostesses for the meeting
were Martha Broach. chair.
Sally DuEord. vice chair, and
Jan Hough. secretary.
The main emphasis of. the
Delta Department is promot-

Beth Driver
& Brandon Ladd

Fashion

4.IC RUT

Civil Way Days planned

Murray Middle School invites all interested parents to stop
by the front office to sign up for school committees duritsg
this week

•

•

CongratuLmons to Beth Abramson
who won the irwrlrv last 1-nJay,
Be %UK lo time in soon we hair. •
much hit )ou iiisec
Quote of ttw Week lame has
.reated something from nothing
Thomas huller
PS Afore 'sot Tour Daughters 5)11
,
fears tu‘e just armed. as well as N.
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The 28th annual Aurora Country' Festival will start Friday and continue through
Sundas. The theme for the Saturday parade
will be -Yesteryear" with prizes for the
best parade entries.
Also featured will be crafts and flea
market booths, food and drinks, live demiststrations of local artisans and their Alents, honey and sorghum made by local
producers. and favorite games including
Bingo. Over 25 children's games will be
lo's
Datebook featured.
A talent contest will be Friday evening
By Jo Burkeen
cash prizes in all divisions and age
with
Community
groups.
A handcrafted quilt with matching
Editor
shams and a cash prize will be given away.
Skip and his Hillbilly Express Trolley will be available for
transportation to and from the events.
Aurora Country Festival will be on Highways 68 and
4112.

The Murray Shrine Club and Ladies of The Nile will meet
Thursday at 6:30 p.m. at the club building on Ky. Hwy. 121
North. Nominations for Shrine Club officers will be held: a
meal will be served. All members are encouraged to attend.,

Mary Kay Howard
& Brandt Bowden
•

Moor

•

DaVd Winebarger.
& Micah Miller

Association.

I

Shrine Club will meet Thursday

Margo Anderson
& Jody Jones
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Featured groups will be Laura and Kent and The Lighthouse Kids at Glory Bound Entertainment on Thursday from
7 to 9 p.m. at the Weaks Community Center. This weekly
event is sponsored by Goshen United Methodist Church, The
public is invited and there is no charge. Items for Need Line
will be taken. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 7535643 or Renee Taylor at 753-1824,

Hospice at Murray-Calloway of terminally ill patients and
Counts Hospital proS ides sup- their families in many ways
port and care to meet the spe- including sitting with the
cial needs of those with lim- patient, running errands. or simited life expectancies in Cal- ply' being a good listener.
lov ay County. Though all of
The Hospice Education prothe care is medically directed gram -is required for all Hosand invokes a wide range of pice solunteers. It also prohealthcare pri ifessionals. vol- vides valuable information
unteers are an important part • about end of life care to anyof the Hospice team.
one interested. The Kentucky.
Hospice is always in need Board of Nursing will approve
of volunteers to help make the 15 contact hours for nurses
end-of-life experience for who attend the entire session
patients comfortable and to pro- and evaluate the offering. Late
side assistance to the families arris als and early departures
during their time of need. Volunteers help to meet the needs •See Page 8A
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Glory Bound will be Thursday

MCCH Hospice Education
Program set for this month
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Hors
Team

4111111111111011111
Annual Aurora Country
Festival starts Friday

DAWSON SPRINGS, Ky. Walker. Hobby, Parrish. Hicks
A reunion of the descen- and many more.
dants of Samuel McNeely of
Dr. Gerald McNeely, retired
Ireland will be Saturday at the minister, foreign missionary and
Community Center, W. Keigan seminary president, is chairStreet, Dawson Springs. Activ- man of the planning commitities will begin at 9 a.m. and tee. He can he reached for
will be over by 5 p.m.
further details at 1-502-244Special emphasis v.ill be 3759: geraldameneely@cs.com:
given to the three sons of or
10605
Ledbury
Ct..
Samuel (Joseph. John W. and Louisville. KY 40243. A closMatthew)and to his four daugh- er contact ior some is Linda
ters (Isabella, Marian, Nancy Ward.. 401 E. Market St..
and Elizabeth). While all had Princeton,
KY
42445:
spouses from Hopkins and 'rlwardisrziggycom.net, or I Caldwell Counties, their fam- 270-365-7978. Some v. ill send
ilies soon spread over most of a donation of $10 per family
the counties of Western Ken- to Linda to cover the cost of
tucky. Families tosAved. are the reunion. This will include
Clark. Brown, Roberts. Jones. a noon meal.

Local Author Dr. Henry A.
Buchanan will present a brief

4

COMMUNITY

111111MMONEMiiii
—McNeely Family Reunion
to be at Dawson Spri▪ ngs

Murr

Cost $5.00 Per Person
Location 121 North & Johnny Robertson Rd.

•
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4-H happenings and fair results listed
The Calloway County 4-H
Horse Bowl Team, Hippology
Team and Horse Judgers
attended the Kentucky 4-H
Horse Event in Lexington
and carne away with numeious top honors.
The Senior Horse Bowl A
Team comprised of Captain
Kaycie
Wyatt,
Rachel Talent,
Samantha
Bucy and
Cynthia
Barnett
placed second in the
state out
Extension, of 24
teams.,
Notes
They will
By
Ginny Harper be attending a
Calloway
County Agent national 4for 4-H/Youth H Horse
Development event to
represent
Kentucky.
The Senior B Team also
competed and was made up
of Captain Tisha Williams,
Lauren Harlan and Courtney
Fuqua. Senior 4-Her's Kaycie
Wyatt, Cynthia Barnett and
Tisha Williams placed in the
top ten high individuals in
the horse bowl.
The Junior Horse Bowl
team was Captain Will
.Blackford, Kristina Fricker,
.,Samia O'Bryan and Kelsey
Knight, and Alternate Marco
O'Bryan.
Horse Bowl is a competition where a team answers
horse related questions by
buzzing in the quickest —
much like academic team
eompetitions. Will Blackford
Was fourth in the top 10
high individuals.
Hippology is an event
Where the 4-Her's judge four
classes of horses; take a
written test; identify horse
related slides; and identify
other horse items such as
tack or anatomy at stations.
The Calloway Jr. Hippology
'Team of Will Blackford,
Kristina
Fricker, Kelsey Knight.
ind Samia O'Bryan placed
first in the state contest.
Wilt- -Kristina:-and--kelsey - placed in the top 10 high
individuals in the state.
Senior Hippology team
members were Rachel Talent.
Courtney Fuqua, Samantha
Bucy and Cynthia Barnett.
Talent placed sixth in the
top 10 high individuals and
will be competing at a
national 4-H Horse event.
Kaycie Wyatt and Marco
O'Bryan did horse judging
and Kaycie placed second in

Relay for Life Team

r- 11
41

1

Photo provided

Photo provided

Pictured are 4-H club members who competed and won honors at Kentucky 4-H Horse
event in Lexington. They are, from left, first row, Lauren Harlan, Courtney Fuqua,
Samantha Bucy, Kaycie Wyatt, second row, Marco O'Bryan, Rachel Talent, Kristina
Fricker, Samia O'Bryan, third row, Tisha Williams, Cynthia Barnett, Will Blackford and
Kelsee Knight.
ed in the Southern Region
Competition in Alabama. '
Youth also competed in
the Mid South Fair in Memphis Sept. 23-24. The Hippology Junior Team of Will
Blackford. Kristina Fricker,
Kelsee Knight. and Samia
O'Bryan placed second.
The Senior Team of
Rachel Talent. Lauren Harlan, Samantha Bucy placed
first with Talent being the
High Point Individual.
The Senior Poultry Judging Team. of Cynthia Barnett.
Megan Wyatt and Eli Jones
placed second with Barnett
being the second place individual overall.
Information was provided
by Connie Talent, coach.
For more information on
the horse project, or other
educational opportunities
available through 4-H Youth
Development, contact your
Calloway County Cooperative
Extension Service.
Upcoming 4-H events:
4-H Exhibits from the
Kentucky State Fair including: beautiful photography,
garments, geology boxes and
much more are available to
be viewed at the Calloway
County Public Library until
October 3.
Records Books and Honor
Applications were due Monday at the extension office.
Millennium Mutts Dog
Club will meet today (Tuesday) from 4:30 to 6 p.m.

the state in the top 10 high
individuals. She will be competing at a national 4-H
Horse event.
Another part of the event
was Arts, Crafts. Photography, Clothing, & Equipment.
Courtney Fuqua placed
first in Sr. Clothing with her
leather chinks she made.
Lauren Harlan placed first in
a photography class. Will
Blackford placed first with a
horse painting and second in
digital photos. Kristina Frieker placed third in Jr. Clothing. Rachel Talent finished
second with a photo. Marco
O'Bryan placed third in Jr.
an with a carving. This is
just naming the placings in
the top three as everyone of
the 12 4-Her's attending
placed in at least one top
ten in these events.
In Jr. public speaking
Kristina Fricker placed fourth
and Will Blackford was seventh, while Tisha Williams
Was seventh in Sr Public
Speaking.
The Jr. Horse_ Bowl Team
was coached by Ja,n Fricker.
The Sr. Horse Bowl Team
and both Hippology Teams
were coached by Connie Talent. David Hayden and Freddie O'Bryan coached the
Judging teams. Other adult
leaders were Kellie Harlan
and Teresa Barnett.
Rachel Talent, Kaycie
Wyatt, Cynthia Barnett. and
Samantha Bucy also compet-

Murray tops AH enrollment

with dogs on leashes. Dogs
need to be healthy and up-to
date with vaccinations. Call
Karen Collin at 753-2294.
The 4-H Council meets
Thursday from 4 to 5 p.m.
at the extension office. All
interested individuals are
encouraged to attend.
Organizational Meeting of
the Country Ham Project
will be Thursday at 6 p.m.
at the Extension Office. All
interested youth and parents
must attend. Contracts mastgo to Lexington by Oct. 14.
Judy Kelso is the leader.
Youth may still enroll in
4-H clubs,. Forms are available at the extension office.

ice organizations, such as the
American Red Cross, the Boys
and Girls Clubs of America,
the YMCA, hospitals, colleges
and ministries. According to
the Independent Sector, there
will be more than 50.000 new
positions in the nonprofit sector this coming year. the fastest
growing sector of all.
MSU's program is heavily
involved with service opportunities and was instrumental in
establishing the local United
Way. Big Brothers/Big Sisters

and the YMCA. The program
has been honored with six
national awards and 20 local
awards for excellence in academics, leadership, service and
research.
Anyone interested in learning more about Murray's American Humanics/Youth and Nonprofit Leadership program
should contact Dr. Roger Weis.
program director, at 762-3808
or by e-mail at roger.weis@murraystate.edu.

Debbie Sparks, MA, EdS, LPCA
Mental Health Counseling Professional _
Integrating a faith-based perspective with
psychologicalprinciples to treat the whole petson
• Marriagc and Enna% Lite • Adolocent Adju.unent
• Career Coun,eling • Life A,Iju,tment 1.stic,• Forgivenos Thew

Alexander & Associates
Counseling Center
300 Main Street • Murray • (270)759-3138

Refrigerator
TRUCKLOAD SALE!

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
We Servrce Al? Brands'

212 East Main St. • 753-1586

The Calloway County
Extension Service is open
Monday to Friday from 8
a.m. to noon and I to 4:30
p.m. The CalloWay County
4-H Council is an agency of
the Murray Calloway County
United Way.
Educational programs iy
the Kentucky Cooperative
Extension Service serve all
people regardless of race.
color, age, sex, religion, dis•
ability, or national origin.
University of Kentucky, Kentucky State University:-U.S.
Department of Agriculture,
and Kentucky counties, cooperating. Disabilities accommodated with prior notification.

/
Cult iitgidit2Aid\
&trial etwpiszi

Shauna Nance & Ray Watson
Murray State University's
American Humanics/Youth and
Nonprofit Leadership program
led the nation in enrollment with
230 students for the 2004-05
academic year. Murray's enrollment was followed by Lindenwood University in Missouri
with 113 students and the University of Houston and Arizona State University with 81
students each.
The AH/YNL program prepares students for leadership
roles in youth and human seri-

The Briggs and Stratton Relay for Life team recently
held a fundraiser for a photo contest for a calendar for
2006. Pictured, from left, are Oakwood Studio owner,
Ken Andrus, who volunteered to professionally select
the winners, Georgia Paschall, team captain, and
Brenda Kimbro, public relations for the team. The calendar will be sold to raise funds for the Relay team.

Miriam Rogers & Jason Hill
Tracy Hathcock & Jason Hale
Tiffany Rose & Clay Kernel'

•per4fort

Saturday & Sunday October 8 & 9
9 a.m.-5 p.m. Both Days
Located in the North Village Area of
Kentucky Dam Village by Post Office.
We Welcome New Vendors!
NO ADMISSION OR PARKING FEE!
Traditional Kentucky Fairfood items, including BBQ, beans.
ornbrrad, corn on the cob. and more provided by our resort's die"
*Demonstrations by craft persons & door prizes
*Music Showcase each day

'The Store For The Ultimate Gift"
270-767-0007
400 Main St. • Mon.-Sat. 10-7EW

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL MARY GREER
, 270-362-4271 or morya.greoer@ky.gov

KENTUCKY STATE PARKS

UNOINCltD

KENTUCKY'S
4.

-

BALL®
POWER
•

v'

Judith Young
S100,000 WINNER

A

There are nine ways to win with Kentucky's Powerball!
Win the jackpot or 8 secondary prizes from 53 to S200,000.
Kentucky's Powerball has had 14 jackpot winners. In total,
0.•
they have claimed more than S500 million!
The Powerball game has paid S3.5 billion in non-jackpot
cash prizes.
• I
•
A
VPITUCILT

111

Walter Brown
S10.000 WINNER

•
lionat www.kylaft.ry.com

•

Timothy Robinson
S5,000 WINNER

Miriam Roberts
S100,000 WINNER

William Saunders
S100 000 WINNER

Somebody's gonna win.
Might as well be you.
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WritersPotpourri
Writer's Potpourri will be
Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the
Calloway Public Library.
This is open to all interested writers.
Charlie York, director, has
released some of the poems
written by participants as follows:
Come, Holy Spirit, Breathe
By Margaret R. Elkins
Come, Holy Spirit,
Breathe in me
With every breath I take.
Guide my mind, my will
With every choice I make.
Come, Holy Spirit,
Breathe in me
Love of Father and Son.
Save frail humanity,
Come, Holy Spirit, come!
Come, Holy Spirit,
Breathe in me
Gifts of faith and love.
With every dream I dream
Hope soars on wings of
doves.
Come Holy Spirit,
Breathe in me
Fruits of a gracious God.
Shield me from tragedy
While on this earth I trod.

Photo provided

urray High School Beta Club donated S500 to the
urray Family Resource Center, designated to help
hose students who were affe,cted by Hurricane
atrina. The club raised the money by selling paper
earls (small Si, big hearts $2). Students and teachers
who made donations wrote their names on the hearts
nd they were displayed in the hall at MHS. The local
PS store donated the pink paper for the hearts.
ictured are Brent White, left, and Claire Herrington.
ight, Beta officers, presenting the check to Darlene

Come, Holy Spirit,
Breathe in me
Holy joy and laughter.
Consume me with Your fire,
sealed hereafter.
Our love t
The Twin ?lawns
By Wilma J. Saunders
Their mama brought them
over
They ventured across our
lawn
Their wonder was apparent
The first outing of a fawn
They stopped and looked
around them
Mama waited as they stared
She lingered in the open
space
Just as long as mama dared
This became routine for them
Then one day they came no
more

We wondered where they
were
As we watched from our
front door
Later on the twins came
We realized they were alone
They ate the tender grass
and left
Where had their mama gone'?
Then it came to us as we

dered
talked
Beside the trail.
Of a doe a car had hit
Where people traveled
It must have been their mothAnd pulled up for a spejl;
er
All the daily chores
All the signs seemed to fit
So now they are orphans - - -Became such a bore.
He longed for the time '
They still hang close around
He could see much more.
They're getting bigger every
He had heard of a city
day
A mystic kind of place.
As they scamper across the
So he dreamed his dream
ground
To live a faster pace; '
I guess our yard's familiar
Slowly this dream came true
And the grass is tender there
world he was priviThe
our
from
watch
We still
leged to know.
window
Once around the globe
That beautiful lonesome pair.
Always on the go.
Now he pines for another
Forever Dreaming
chance
By Charlie York
To sit at the foot of the
He remembered an old house
hill.
hill.
a
of
At the foot
His fantasy now is going
And a young boy's yearnhome
ing
And one last dream fulfill.
His dreams to fill.
A little creek that mean-

Always be a first-rate version of
yourself, instead of a second-rate
version of somebody else.
-Judy Garland

ronin at the Resource Center.

Traditional wedding celebration
re-created at the Homeplace
GOLDEN POND, KY --Join
The Homeplace Living History Farm, located in Land
Between The Lakes (ERE)
National Recreation Area. as
they re-enact the joyous event
of an '1850's wedding celebration on Saturday. Oct. 15.
The annual event re-creates
a inid-19th century wedding.
including the customs, traditions. gjnies, and standard festivities of an 1850's-era wedding celebration.. Many 5151tors from throughout the region •
come to join the celebration.
making this one of the us ing
history farm'', most popular
-events of the year.
Interpreters dressed in period clothing is ill re-create the
wedding of a typical couple
from the Pryor Hollow region
of LW..
"Weddings were among the
most significant family and
community celebrations during
the 1850s,!' said Cindy Earls,
special events -coordinator for
think_ this.
The Homeplace.
event- is-co popular because Ii
imolves e%eryone. Our visitors are the guests and they 're
Ins ted to partmpate Iii C% er)-

thing from dancing a reel to
playing wedding games. It's
as if they were close friends
with the family getting married."
Wedding games such as "run
for the jug." traditional fiddle
music, dancing. wedding cake
and cider, and a lively "shivaree" of the newly married
couple follow the ceremony.
Wedding preparation arid viewing of the trousseau will be from
10 a.ni: to 12 nourr.- The wedding ceremony and celebration
is from . 1 to 4 p.m. .Admission is $3. ages, 13 and up;
$2 ages 5 to 12; and free,
ages 4 and under.
For more information. contact Land Between The Lakes
at 270-924-2020 or The Homeplace- at 931-232-6457. Land
Between The Lakes is managed by the USDA Forest Ser% ice. in partnership with
"Friends of ERE." to provide
public lands Outdoor recreation
and environmental education.
1.BL information is available
1400-113L-7077 or
270-924-2(XX), or on the Internet at w

Hospice ...
%olunteers. the chaplain, a community minister. a nutritionist.
will result in loss ot contact a therapist. nurses, and famihours. Kentucky Board of Nurs- lies pre% iously touched by Hosing appro% of an indi%'dual pice care. Topics will include
nursing .s.'ontmuing education History. Philosophy. Services.
pros ider does not constitute and Reimbursement, Volunteer
end(trsemcnt id program con- ing. Pain and Symptom Man•
tent
Care,
agement. . Spiritual
Classes are scheduled for Berea‘ernent Care, Nutrition
18 and (kt. 25 Iron' 7'45, and Hydration at End-of-Lite.
a.m. to 4 p in. in the pm ate Ethics and Advance Directives
dining risim I of the hospital. and Therapies.
Attendance is required both
For more information or to
day s.. Refreshments w ill he pro- register for the sessions, call
% ided. Link h ii ill he on your !OUCH Hospice Coordinator
ov.n.
Jimmie Joyce at 767-2108.
Presentersill Ms'Ride ntis e
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Calloway County Middle School's sixth grade Student
l, Nick
Paschal
Paige
are
August
for
Month
the
of
s
Duncan, Sarah Wade and Jay'Green. These student
work
r,
characte
ding
outstan
were chosen because of
and
habits, behavior and cooperation with their peers
teachers.
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Cromsi Donate to the American Red Cross for Hurricane Relief at Cingular
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Retirement Answer For Small Businesses
,,,,,imen.• spoilt. IRA Plan is an indmidual retminwnt annuit% designed
retirement
pm-hilly for small business owners. it 444 tre of the least expensive
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Legal
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COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS,INC.,
dfb/a America's Wholesale Lender, and
Mortgage Electronic Registration Systems, Inc. PLAINTIFF,
VS. NOTICE OF SALE
JILL A. ADAMS DEFENDANTS.
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on May 10, 2005, in the above cause, I
shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the
City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday, October 17, 2005, at the hour
of 10:00 a.m., central time., or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and
more particularly described as follows to wit:
A 1.208 acre tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying
Services of Murray, Kentucky, April, 1991, located on Highway
1824 (formerly Highway 641)approximately 5.51 miles North
of the intersection of Twelfth and Main Streets in the City of
Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more particularly described as follows:
Beginning at the Northeast corner of the herein described tract
of land and the Southeast corner of the Johnny Walston
Property, Deed Book 155, Card 2135, said point being an existing concrete monument 0.2+ miles South of Highway 464 and
30.23 feet West of the centerline of Highway 1824;
Thence, South 14 deg. 00' 00" West - 181.82 feet with the West
side of Highway 1824 to a #4 rebar set at the Southeast corner
of the herein described tract of land, 7.45 feet West of an existing steel fence post;
Thence, South 89 deg. 57' 04" West- 299.71 feet with the Rollie
Kelley North Property line, Deed Book 101, Page 520 to a #4
rebar set at an existing steel fence, the Southwest corner orthe
herein described tract of land;
Thence, North 13 deg. 59' 17" East 180.23 feet with the said
Kelley East Property Line to an existing concrete monument at
the Northwest corner of the herein described tract of land;
Thence, North 89 deg. 29' 31" East - 300.13 feet with the said
Walston South Property Line to the point of beginning.
This property is subject to all previously conveyed easements
and right of ways. This property does not lie within a flood
prone area.
Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Jill A.
Adams by deed from Frances A. Moss, and husband, Harold W.
Moss, dated May 21, 2004, and filed May 24, 2004, of record in
Book 541, Page 387, in the office of the Calloway County Court
Clerk.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit
basis of 30 days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the commissioner one-third
of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid in two equal
installments full within thirty (30) days, with sufficient surety
bond, bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale
until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty(30) days. A lien
shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be
sold subject to the 2005 ad valorem taxes.
This 16th day of September, 2005.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Callowav Circuit Court
060

help Wanted
Bare Beaut:4 Mineral
Cosemetics and
Skin Care are now
sold locally.
Call Paula at
- 753-2783
COMPANY launches
new product Free promotional facials Make
appointment
(270)748-6277
Os

Lost and Found
nea
FOUND
Canterbury male black
Lab w/collar. no tags
753-2660
JUST give us a call.
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends, Here at the
Ledger & Times

Call 753-1916
FOUND
black with tan &
Blue eyes No
Found in town
1164

PUPPY

Male
white
collar
753-

CABLING Technician:
Candidate must have
minimum of 1 year in
the installation, test,
troubleshooting, and
repair of twisted pair,
coaxial, and fiber optic
systems.
cabling
Technicians will be
responsible for working
independently and as
part of a team to proinfrastructure
vide
service to our customers located in KY,
TN. and MO. Salaried
position of $30K up
with more than 30 days
vacation: Van furnished. Send resume
to P.0 Box 467,
Murray. KY 42071.

CNA/Nurse Aide
PAN or full-time.
Prefer experience but
will train. Must enjoy
working with the
elderly. Good
working conditions.
pleasant
atmosphere
Apply in person
Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View
Dr.
EOE
NOW taking applicaResident
tions for
Assistants FT & PT
good pay, nice community, great residents
friendly staff CNA
training a plus Apply at
Glendale Place 905
Glendale Road
PERSON needed for
lawn & misc work
(888)534-6138

MCTA Is hiring for a Part-tens Transtt Driver.
Qualifications are: Must be at least 21 years old
have a valid Driver's License have a HighSchool Diploma or GED No moving (traffic) violations in the past 2 years No drug or alcohol
charges within 5 years. All qualified applicants
must pass a pre-employment testing before
being considered any further. Please submit
application at Murray Calloway Transit Authority
located at 607 Poplar Suite B 753-9725

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action Nd. 05-CI-00114

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 04-CI-00336

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
' COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 05-CI-00087

LAWS
Notice

Lend
Notice
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Nolte

Legal
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Legal
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UNION PLANTERS BANK, N.A., PLAINTIFF,
VS. NOTICE OF SALE

CITIFINANCIAL SERVICES, INC. PLAINTIFF,
VS. NOTICE OF SALE

JOHN DAVID PARISH,
ELIZABETH PARISH, DEFENDANTS.
By virtue of an In Rem Judgment and Sale Decree entered by
the Calloway Circuit Court on January 13, 2005, in the above
cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door
in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday, October 17, 2005, at
the hour of 10:00 a.m., Central Time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky,
with its address being 451 Rieman Drive, Murray, KY 42071,
apd more particularly described as follows to wit:
•
Lot No. 57 in the Conrad Heights Subdivision as shown by Plat
of record in Plat Book 2, Page 94, in the office of the Clerk of
the Calloway County Court.

PHILLIP CARR,
MICKIE DAVIS CARR a/k/a MICK1E DAVIS.
PHYSICIAN RESOURCES,PSC,
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL, ET AL. DEFENDANTS.
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on September 12, 2005, in the above
cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door
in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday, October 17, 2005, at
the hour of 10:00 a.m., central time., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky,
and more particularly described as follows to wit:

The above-described property is sold subject to the restrictions,
reservations, easements and other covenants running with the
title to said real estate as stated in or on the plat of Conrad
Heights Subdivision as recorded in Plat Book 2, Page 94, and
as amended by restrictions recorded in Deed Book 140. page 6
in the office of the Clerk aforesaid, all of which is made a part
of this deed as if written herein in full.

TRACT V:
Approximately 2 acres out of the Southeast corner of a 60-acre
tract deeded to this Grantor (Dorothy Crouch) dated
September 16, 1954, and of record in Deed Book 97, Page 530.

Being the same property conveyed to John David Parish, and
wife, Elizabeth Parish, by Union Planters PMAC,Inc., by deed
, in the
Page
, 2001, of record in Book
dated May
Calloway County Clerk's Office.

165 feet west of old house north to a point on Books Branch
Creek, said point being also 65 feet west of said house, follows
Cook Branch Creek west and back to Cooks Branch Store Road
to the point of beginning.)

And also the following described manufactured home which
has been/will be permanently affixed to the above-described
real property with utilities connected and is/will be considered
to be part of the real property along with all other onsite
improvements and is/will be no longer considered personal
property:

Being the same property conveyed to Mickie Davis, a single
person, by deed dated September 3, 1993, recorded on
September 3, 1993, in Book 194, Page 394, in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

_
1984 FLEETWOOD FESTIVAL 14 X 52, SI-MAL-NUMBER TNFLIAD552607715
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit
basis of thirty (30) days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the
purchaser shall be required to deposit with the commissioner
ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty (301 days, with sufficient surety bond,
bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until
paid, and fully due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall
be retained on the property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold
subject to the 2005 ad valorem taxes.

MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Ready For
Stability?
C.OMPUTER

Help Wetted

National Brand company located in Western
Kentucky has an opening for an experienced
Sales Manager. Desired qualifications
include: management experience, sales
experience, demonstrated leadership ability.
working knowledge of the human resource.
function, and a willingness to he involved in
the community. General, duties also to
include sales forecasts, budget projections.
marketing activities, evaluating employee
performance, and developing promotional
activity. Exceptional earnings potential.
Please send resume to:
Ann: HR Manager
1531 U.S. Hwy 641
Benton, KY 42025

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
The Murray Electric System is now
accepting applications for the position of
Network Technician. Experience with IP
routing, Cisco routers, Ethernet/Token
Ring topologies, TCP, plus a broad background in LAN/WAN technology
required. Preference will be given to
those applicants with at least five years
experience in specific job market.
Position reports directly to MES
Network Administrator. Competitive
salary based on experience and communications skills. Applications can be
obtained at the Business office at 401
Olive St., between 7:30 a.m. and 4:30
p.m., M-F, deadline for applying is
October 11, 2005. EOE. No phone calls
please.

and 8 PM

GOLDEN Flake Snack

Dri‘ers - CDLA

060

carpenter needed 270759-9780 between 5

This 16th day of September, 2005.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

This 16th day of September, 2005.
Respectfully submitted,

EXPERIENCED

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit
basis of 30 days,_but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the comeie
of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid in two equal
installments full within thirty (301 days. with sufficient surety
bond, bearing interest at 12qi per annum from the date of sale
until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty130 1 days. A lien
shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be
sold subject to the 2005 ad valorem taxes.

PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person only.

FULL OR

Operator/Dat'a
Specialist for a growing
small business Utilize
specialized software to
manipulate database
files and process customer jobs Experience
with Databases. &
Spreadsheets
required. Salary plus
benefits. Send resume
and letter of application
to Automated Direct
Mail, 1410 N. 12th St.
Suite G, Murray, KY
42071

COOK
Work as needed NOT
full time, experience
preferred, good working conditions, pleasant atmosphere.

Find it here!
,
cMAVEN
Excellent Miles
Start up to .39e pm
Great Hometime
Teams start up to
.42c pm!!
Don't Delay.
Call Today.
8M-395-3331

Drivers - CDIA

Got the Dri‘e?
‘‘,..‘, ;4111 the truck:
53.11011 'sign.( Bonus
(Company Drivers)

Apply in person.

FERN TERRACE
LODGE
1505 Stadium
View Dr.
EOE

Pre-Pass Plus. No NY(
or Canada, Optional
NE & NO
loading/Unloading
Min. Age 22 wil

yr

0Th
earn
The
Purple Building. 270759-2153, 270-2932069, or (270)5340333 atteri5PM

DANCERS

51.000+ weekly!

DENTAL office manager. Experience preferred. Send resume
to: 1653 Calloway
Avenue, Murray. KY
42071.
DRIVER to pull mobile
homes. 3 year CDL
minimum No mobile

experience
home
270-293required
1837, 270-293-1244.
270-753-7975

It' less than I year exp
ask about our
training program!
No Hairnet Required

I 401011-848-11405

EXPERIEN( ,) carpenters to do contract
work on houses and
mobile homes Call
705-8250
NEW interviewing for
'/ay shift -customer
service reps and cooks
in
Hardee's
for
Draffenville To schedule an interview, call
888-398-3556
• 0951

ext

NETWORK

Foods, Inc.
Route sales position
opening in the Murray
area.
Mayfield
&
Competitive starting
pay. Benefits available.
Applicant must have
good driving record &
pass a pre-employment/random drug test
Serious inquiries only!
Call 1-800-239-2932
(8:00-400 daily) for
scheduling an interview. EOE

Administrator Maintain
computer network and
digital phone system
for growing small business. Windows Server
2 0 0 0 / 2003,
Workstations 2000/XP.
Microsoft Exchange
and Active Directory.
Responsibilities
include network maintenance, hardware procurement, email management. and data
backup system Send
resume, salary requireKITCHEN. waitstaff. ments...and letter of
host/hostess
and
to
application
Apply only in person at Automated Direct Mail.
Dumplins, 305 S 12th 1410 N 12th St. Suite
St Murray
G. Murray, KY 42071
• LOCAL church seeking
for all
hiring
NOW
custodian
part-time
Send resume with ref- shifts. Apply in pererences to PO Box son at Sonic. 217 S.
12th St., Murray. No
1040-C, Murray. KY
phone calls, please.
42071 EOE
MURRAY law firm
needs permanent parttime legal secretary
Must have flexible
hours between 9-5 M-F
but employer will try to
work w/school schedule if needed. Minimum
typing
wpm
40
required. Legal experience a plus, but not
required. Send resume
to: P.O. Box 1040-D,
Murray. KY 42071.
POSTAL JOBS
$15.22 to $21.62./hr.
now hinng For application and free government job info, call
American Association
of Labor 1-913-599hours
24
8042.
Employment service
advisors
SAFETY
$2500 month, manager
trainees $3000 month
Company wilt train. Call
M-F 9am-lpm only! 1800-578-8799

Patient Service
Representative
Spanish Bilinguel
We are looking tor hardambitious
working,
individuals. As a fast
growing company. we
need those who are
eager to learn'and ready.
to become part of a
dynamic team. Come be
a pan of an exciting
opportunity. Excellent
Health
benefits,
Insurance & 401K.
send resume tl,

PU11710

Mew

.

xitn: Human
Resources
P.O. Box 1690
Murray. Kt 42071
We are an Equal
Opportunity Employer.
AffirmativeAction

IManted
TRAVELING
Distribution Maridge
Small growing compai
ny seelung hard work
,6g, - 6011 motivated
nonest individual Must
warehouse,
nave
inventory. origination,
and managerial skies.
Manage 25-100 people Job requires extensive travel 10 days-6
weeks at a time across
U S & Canada Must
be able to run a forklift
and lift to 50 lbs
Computer skills. Word.
Excel a plus Retirees
welcome to apply Call
(270)395-0296 or tax
.270)395-9710

DINING room table
with 5 chairs and china
cabinet $200 Coffee
table two end tables,
sofa table aft matching-,
$150 Call 759-9040,
leave message

Murray Ledger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

21I • %Sednrsday.(ctuher 5. 2005

NICE 2BR
753-9866

No pets

LOTS for rent
9866

FLINT Ridge solid
maple, dark walnut
color, 60 oval table
w/18" extension 2 captain's chairs, 3 side
chairs. 55" hutch/buffet
lighted with dovetail
drawers, good condiOBO
$600
tion,
(731)232-8307

4-FAMILY GARAGE SALE
THURS FRI & SAT
94E TO 280- 4 1/2 MILES TURN
RIGHT- 1130 WRIGHT RD.
Lots p11/2 price clothes & tables. Oak table
w/3 chairs, 10 speed bike, treadmill duo mils;
er, chair & stool, lawn mower. 3 in 1 scanner.

753

printer. copier, Z22 Lexrnark printer, computer
parts, twin box springs Queen bed & frame,
inclining chairs baby clothes, electric
weedeater, lots of odds & ends All must go

1 and 2 BR furnished
apts Coleman RE 759YARD SALE
4118
10460 ST. RT. 121
1 bedroom furnished
duplex near lake, $250
SOUTH, NEW
VERY roomy, 2br,
monthly plus utilities
CONCORD
2 bath. garage, C/HJA
and deposit 270-436THURS & FRI
All appliances. 1 year
SEPTA Perfect Sleeper
6081
lease, 1 month deposit
8-6
queen size mattress
1 OR 2br apts near
no pets 753-2905
and box spnngs Very
Tools, Rockwell Table
Murray
n
downtow
good condition 753saw, water softner,
starting at $200/mo
0872
gas grill, dishes,
753-4109
180
household items, fish1,2, 3 apts. 753-1252
Limn & Garden
CLEAN room for ren
ing supplies, odds &
or 753-0606
NEED a good House
wifull house pnviieges
ends some antiques
availapts
3BR
&
1,2.
and business cleanCUB Cadet 19HP 42
64' Big Screen TV, w/d
able Please call 753ing' Call 753-1,016
inch cut riding lawn
surround sound, color
mower Series 1000, 8221
GARAGE SALE
TV in room. Off street
NEED your home or
(888)534LT 1042 Purchased •1BR 1 bath washer &
parking.
294
business cleaned" Call
May 15. 2005 Comes dryer. $335
6138
Teresa 489-2957 or
ROBERTSON
kt,
with 3 year extended •2131I, 1 Bath apt.
227-8380
RD S.
protection plan Less
appliances. w/d. $425
•
Houses For Rent
WILL clean before and
FRIDAY OCT. 7
than 20 hours of actual •18R, 1 bath, with
after renters, sale of
study, wid. $350
usage $1.400 7536:30 AM
2 bath, 309
38R.
home, remodeling new
1176
753-7559
Woodlawn. $510/mo
Adult clothes. boys
construction. kit bath
1BR apartment 1604 &
sec 474-2520
& girls clothes
etc
windows.
1606 Miller Lease
Experienced- Valerie
18-24 months,
upgraded
NEWLY
No
required
deposit
436-5914
charming 2E311. IBA
housewares, CDS
FIREWOOD $40 a rick
pets Laundry room
lakefront house in
Tree
provided Partial utilidelivered
toys, lots of other
Shores
Panorama
270-519removal 527-8368
ties paid
misc.
C/H/A
ved.
2699
plus
nth
$400/mo
1BR apt available all
Available
deposit
GARAGE- MOVING
HIRING 2005 Postal
appliances furnished
immediately (310)56750$18
positions
Mur-Cal Realty 753COMPLETELY set up
SALE
References
9321
$5900. hour Full
12 acre S12,500 753- 4444
required
6TH ST.
S.
benefits, paid training
513
6012
1BR apt partially fur800-584vacations
utilities
SAT 10/8
&
partial
10/7
nished,
FRI
1775 ref 5 8901
paid $260 per month.
8AM NO EARLY
deposit 752-0456
A&F Warehousing
1980 Schultz 14x60
BIRDS
1BR some utilities paid,
Near MSU $20-50
mobile home Mus
no pets' 767-9037
1ST time garage &
753-7668
MDM COMPUTERS
move, $2,700 or bus
I BR,411-1/2 S. 8th St.
A. Certified Technician
227or
offer 761-3536
moving sale5250/rno . sec. 474Spyware removal
G&C
0422
2520
759 3556
everything must go'
STORAGE and
1996 Crimson Deluxe
1BR, all appliances,
NE
PROPA
bath
1E11
16x80 3BR 2
Oaks Apts starting at
Want to buy
119 E Main
condition
excellent
$250 Coleman RE
GARAGE SALE
(270) 753-6266
delivered set-up and
759-4118
ANTIQUES/OLD stuff
Cell (270) 293-4183
604 S. 4TH ST.
underpinned $19,900
utilities.
9am - 4pm M-F
We buy 1 or all Cal
1BR. TOW
W701489-2525
FRI & SAT
$225/mo. no pets, no,
Larry at 753-3633
1999 14)(56'. 2 bed10/7 & 10/8
lease 753-3949
Store and
MURRAY
BUYING junk cars
rooms, 1 bath, shingle
8AM TILL 1PM
Lock presently has
1BR-48R apartments
trucks, tractors and
roof vinyl siding. new
units available 753in
free
move
about
Ask
86 Ford 3/4 Ton
5
436-523
metal boats
appliances
deck,
2905 or 753-7536
days Coleman RE
Truck, lawn equip.
$15.000
,
included
CASH paid for
Estates) 759-4118
(Coach
comm. spray rig.
good used guns
-2427
(270)759
clothes. tools. odds
Benson Sporting
200$ CLOSE OUTS Goods. 519S 1:th
8. ends, Billy Goat
and
Singlevvides
Murray
Vacuum.
Di
Duijblewrdes
save
and
today
__NICE wash kettle
$4,000s. WE OWN
(270)435-4336
YARD SALE
THE BANK Call today
"All Size Units
at 731-642-6438
USED carpeting. elec-

NEON BEACH
MN-STORAGE

Calmed
3 bedroom, 2 bath on 3
acres. 16x 16 deck 2
car attached. new 2-1/2
car detached. South of
Midway on Bakers
Crossroad 492-8033
after 6PM
HOUSES and mobile
homes for sale and for
rent in 6 west Kentucky
counties Call 270-3398824 or 270-339-8823
LAKE area home for
owner
by
sale
Immediate possession
38R, 1 bath C/H/A,
built in 96/97, 569,900
( 6 1 5 )2 6 4 - 2 9 7 9
appointment only

ALL CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions.
porches, decks, sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging fibers, termite - •
& water damage Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
ANDRUS Excavating
.Certified septic
Installation
•Custom dozer
backhoe service
•Ponds
*Driveways
'Insured
753-9503, 978-0343

MODULAR home with
garage and lot 3 bedroom, 2 bath 5 miles
Out on Hwy 94E 270753-5947
RANCH Style House &
10 5 acres, 1 mile from
SW school, 3 bedrooms. 2 full baths.
30x40 heated shop, 4
stall horse barn, 22x40
shed.
equipment
$224.900 Shown by
appointment 753-9212
753-3992

Murray
GO-KART:
HP
6
Explorer
padded
Tecumseh,
cage wiseat belt, good
tires. Excellent condition. $600. 492,8815
special'
HUNTERS
2001 400 arctic cat
2001
4x4. 53.500
Honda CR80 Clean.
with extras. $1.150
OBO Senous inquiries
only 436-6368
4 ATV tires/wheels for
Yamaha 4-wheelers
Tires fair. wheels good
with no cracks or
bends S60/all 4 4928815
Used Cps
ES,
Intrepid
2001
condition
excellent
Call 489-2324, 2936201. 759-1204, 2934111

APPLIANCE &
ELEc.-nucm. REPAIR
USED APPLIANCES
CHAD B. HUGHES
22 rues EXPEluteK2
(270) 226-9398
(2701 492-8191
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
ASPHALT
SEA LCOATING
*Commercial
'Residential
Free Estimates
TRAVIS
SEALCOATING
(270) 753-2279
BACKHOE &
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system. gravel.
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe

BLUE SKY
LANDSCAPE
DESIGN & MAINT.
20 YRS. EXP
CALL MARK HAYES

753..1495
Trash
CALLOWAY
761-3740.
Service.
293-4045
CONCRETE finishing
Driveways. sidewalks.
etc 752-0500, 7593229
T-x.latgl!
lb
(41PITIROOICNING

2000 Cougar. silver,
83,000 miles, new tires
and brakes $6,600
293-6468 or 293-0606

Over 30 years
experience
Sales & Installation
• 753-7728

red
2000 Pontiac
Grand Prix GT All
power, leather interior,
factory CD. 1-270-7533473

David's Cleaning
Services
"'We Specialize in Cleaning"
'Vinyl Sides & Fencing •Mobile Homes
-8elc MILE:scrag Cleaning _
*Acid Cleaning Available
.
•We Use Hot Water Watling Lots & Dnvevia.,
David Borders
9
(270)527-7176 or (270) 293-093

DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for
Call about our tall
specials
293-5438
ELECTRICIAN
New Const /Remodel/
or trouble Lic and ins
w/ 30 yrs exp Call
753-7091
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal.
Trimming,
stump grinding, firewood Insured. 4892839.
J&D Motors, 624 N 4th
Street Call us for your
auto repairs. Imports or
or
cars
domestic
8-5
Open
trucks
through
Monday
Friday 753-6988
LEAVES MULCHED,
BAGGED, AND GUTTERS CLEANED 7670734 OR 752-0635
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971"
'Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
"Got Dirt?"
753-5827
MASTER Plumber.
Almost retired. drains
cleared, plumbing fixor
repaired
tures
(270)978installed
0133
WALTERS
CONTRACTING
Builder.
Roofing,Decks, Siding
753-2592

Horoscope

Need help
Promoting your
Business?
Cali us we will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger &
Times

27753-1916

WE SERVICE
All Major Appliances
and Most Major Brands
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray
(270) 753-1713

David's Home
Improvement
Water Damage() Floors
Braces & Floor JOISIS
Remodeling & Plumbing
David Gallirnore Owner
Will Do Insurance Work
Visa 6 MasterCard Accepted

731-247-5422

Free
Pallets
Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger &
Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone Calls

by Jacqueline Bigar

LEO (July 23-AUg. 22)
**** Anchor in with full knowlUsed Truces
Available
edge of what is important to you.
tric baseboard heaters. 3 BEDROOM SINCommunications can run amok,
Only
refrigerators air condiGLEWIDE
Have
'Now
Dodge dually
but you can charm your way
2004
today''
Call
"
boners stoves, and
$15.000
l
ey inteContro
White/gr
e
any hassle. Telling
Climat
diesel.
through
'
doors 753-4109
731-584-9429
rior, like new. $26,900
someone you care should be
LAND -HOME
WANT to buy Junk Car
731-336-3661. 731done in a very personal way.
Packages are our spe
and Trucks Call (2701
642-5671
Tonight: Treat someone to some
or
FHA
1 - 1 2r,40 or 293-6199 cialty
Leo hospitality.
hauler.
car
3
2002
Conventional Let es
a week
PREMIER
2 BR, 2 Bath apt
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
$7.000 731-336-3661.
do the work' Call 1HINISTORAGE
washer & dryer. water
*** You might be more vested
731-642-5671
800-533-3568 or 731*Inside'chmate control
furnished, close to
in a communication or meeting
Articles
Ram.
E44-0012
'99 . Dodge
storage
MSU. 1 year old.
you realize. Awkwardness
than
For Sate
--- 57.000 miles, nice
NO money needed
•Secunly alarmed
&550 00/mo 753-2225
with a haziness. You
merges
topper.
with
truck
FHA land packages day. 759-1509 night
prom
*Safe & clean
Cir-4.,,LHELl A
cannot be too clear or direct.
YARD SALE
0
293-997
$7.003
available now Limited
•We sell boxes'
/tresses I site 4 yelSugar goes much further than
Cambridge
HOME ACROSS
2BR Apt
•We rent U-Hauls
low 1 sized blue $150 funds Den I miss out
1996 Mazda pick-up
your charm.
Use
vinegar.
293-6968
area
FROM THE
Call 1-800-533=3568 or
753-9600
-Gas saver",
truck
retch 270-492-8614
Tonight: Out with a favorite per731-644-0012
28R, central gas heat.
HITCHING POST
51.800 Call 293-8522
son at a favorite place.
-FREE 1 central air $275 and
for more info, ask for
38R
EAST,
68
D
HWY
REDUCE
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Rent
For
Prop.
Satellite system up to 4
Commence
up, some with new carClay
mobile home and lot,
lit-si-orlr Display your innate talAURORA
1001,15. free DVR or HD
pet Coleman RE 759$15.500 753-6012
and charm. Money is not
ents
12th Street
,o.ir dile Call now to
South
707
9:00 AM - 5:00 P.M.
4118
asset or game in town.
only
the
Wars
got
get
Boatel
We've
can
!:
700,
you
REPOS!!
`,..P how
South Center
Decorating country home,
You have so much to offer. Start
some utilities
2BR
to move 'ene Singles &
your first month free
1,000. 1.200 sq ft
like antiques or collect
realizing your talents. Someone
paid. $270 No pets
in
HBO
LOOKING for a boat
get
“)
Al,
Doubles' Land packAvailable
collectibles' Slap by and
big-time.
y
Kentuck
responds to you
on
slip
ages available' 731- 767-9037
Phone
einernas & Showtime
September
look us over Oct WM.
er what you
Rememb
Tonight:
Lake?
5844429
753-0606
tree for' 3 months
.
753-1252
13M-14th, & 2011'i-21st
48R 2 bath, all applihave to offer.
Now pre-leasing new
Beasley Antenna
REPOS
REPOS,
ances. central I-CA
or retail
CIAL
COMMER
or
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
759-0901
boat slips on Cypress very possessive.
Satellite
rates
REPOS Doubles sinReduced
750 up to 3.000 sq ft
*** Much might be going on
Creek for 2006/07 seaH77-455-0901
gles Land home Call
Coleman RE 759-4118
restrooms,
C.G/H,
sons Lakeview Manna The Stars Show the Kind of behind the scenes. but the truth
1 eon ,,T3
parking.
of
plenty
View
from
FORREST
minutes
20
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; is, you have a lot of assets.
SHARP 4 BEDROOM, Apartments 1213 N
excellent location near
Murray Call now for 4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so: Others respond to your inquiries..
STRAW for sale
DW:
REPO
judicial building 404 N
16th St . now accepting
details (270)436-5876
jiale 489-2436 if no 2 BATH
Don't allow insecurity to plague
Black
I -Difficult
Fireplace must seem
applications for 2br 4th St complex 759- REGISTERED
you in any way, shape or form.
answer leave mesAngus bull 4 year old
- 731-584-9429
townhouses. basic rent 3772
You've got what it takes.
e-veJ
Tonight:
Excellent confirmation
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
SINGLE AND DOU- $360, month Call 753SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
PROFESSIONAL great
easily
on
dispositi
could
temper
Your
****
ES
-1970 Leave Message
21) ,
Lamb's
436-2867
DIRT DADDY'S BLEWID
office located on 2nd Phone 498-8416 or
get the best of you. causing you
That's all
our deed
*** You are weighing different
Mower Repair. Free
floor at 309 N 4th St. 293-0484
HAZEL Apartments
tail
TOP SOIL
your
to run around with
you need - New Used
elements and might not be sure
pick-up/delivery
Across from Judicial.
Now taking applicabetween your legs. Do whatever
and Repo's Call today
which way to go. Be careful with
Building Two offices,
tions.for 1 & 2br units
436-5141 A-AFFORD- you need to do to not explode.
at 731442-6447.
Real Estate
a new fnend. This person might
Rent based on income
waiting room, full bath
approClean
situation
a
Hauling
with
deal
ABLE
and
753-9075
not be all that he or she seems to
TAKE YOUR PICK impairment
Mobility
and shower. Public and
can
you
as
gutters,
as
hard
out garages
priately. Try
227-2193
be. Trust your longtime friends
Need 5 Bedrooms and
Phone
entrances
private
accessible.
apartperson.
TWO story bnck
junk & tree work
to understand a key
parking
&
3 Baths-Os how about 4 492-8721
A conflict will resolve itself.
Mon
Covered
ment building with 5
Tonight: Just say yes to anoth2 Thurs
r411E. satin wedding
Play it low-key.
Bedrooms . and
ROOF
Tonight:
8
space Approximately
492-868
two-BR units Excellent
ers request
capped
w.
dress
Baths" Both priced in
10-12am TDD No
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
REPAIRS. New
625sq ft $450 per
cer
-produ
20)
income
-May
20
TAURUS (April
sleeves. size 16,.$200
the 550's • Call 731**** You seem to be unsure
month plus utilities
Roofs all types 29
1-800-648-6056 Equal
270-7535125.000
*** Take a hint from Aries'
270-753-6909 6424438 today”
Call
ce Call
experien
Housing Opportunity
of which way to go. The obvious
759-3954
years
1545
4109. 270-227message. because you could
alter 5PM
fact nght now is that you do very
Carters
WE have 97".0 financLARGE duplex 2811 2 VERY large warehouse
find yourself in a similar predicawell with groups and in meeting oreland home pack- dress
WHITE wedding
bath garage $600
on approximately 3
767-0533 MOWING, ment. If dealing with an Anes,
UM Property
ings. You might want to play it
size 22, white cape. fur ages and we can help
.
hot
a
mulching
quite
2
,
be
436-5685
space.
trimming
acres Office
watch out; it could
low-key regarding your work.
on the other 3.0 100gi.
hood and accessories
painting. odd lobs
bathrooms, equipped
exchange. Let others reveal their
LIVE Oak Apts.
WATERFRONT propTonight: Be sensitive to those
loans Call 1.-800-533Free thoughts. Keep Judgments to
cleaning
with gas heat, air
Newly Remodeled
erty' KY's largest lakes
around you.
3568
Just
978-1115
s
steel hoist
Tonight:
hookup
Estimate
now.
nght
yourself
1BR $29000
10 acres only $79900'
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
lighting,
great
beam,
be alone
Appleton
2BR $34000
Ideal location, New to
Lamb's Tres don't
A-1
**** Someone has nothing
overhead
large
extra
20)
Noma For Rent
38R $425 00
market Won I last, Call
Trimming. GEMINI(May 21-June
Service.
but praise for you. This person's
doors, excellent locaproject.
GE heavy duty ex
$100 deposit special
owner 270-924-4328
hauling, *** Focus on each
etc
removal,
opinion counts in your world. You
or
753-2905
Call
tion
You
today.
call
or
tion
2 bedrooms, 2 baths
conversa
s
target capacity 2 speed
for qualthed applicant
junk clean up, gutter
might want to spend some time
293-8595
On 12 acre lot Freshly
washer $60 761-3636
might find yourself holding back
Office hours 8-2
cleaning 436-2867
evaluating a situation that
carpet
a
way
in
new
painted
anger. Express yourself
Mon-Fn
involves your community or proLarge Self. •
Yard mowing included
that others can hear. You might
Call today for appointRemoval
Stump
l standing. Ask for what
A-1
fessiona
no inside pets $275 a
USED
ment
2BR, newly renovated
be surpnsed by the response
437-3044
you want. Tonight- Maintain your
deposit
plus
your
r
month
Coneide
d
Tonight:
furnishe
get.
bathroom
you
753-8221
APPLIANCES
DOG Obedience
high profile
Call 270-623-6314 or
cabin, •fireplace, KY
negative emotions and how to
Master Trainer
Ward-Elkons
753(Feb. 19-March 20)
duplex
PISCES
2BR
NICE
9064
270-994AAA Handyman
Lake 12 miles South
clear them.
436-2858
*
Taking an overview will
****
7457 or 436-6357
on the squat..
Murray city emits 205 Electrical, plumbing. CANCER (June 21-July 22)
LARGE 2BR $275
SHIH-TZU S&W paper
be more helpful than getting
753-1713
clears
(731)364
,
decks.
ion
Ln
APTS.
carpentry
imaginat
Mills
OAKS
Your
***
RED
2
'53-601
trained 731-352-0037
locked up in ngid thinking. By
ceramic & floor tiles. out problems and difficult people.
Special
5596
731-642-5151
being able to extend understand30
remodel
outetc New.
$100 Deposit
Though someone might be
and perhaps empathy, you'll
ing,
POSSETE
IMMEDIA
experience
1BR From $280
years
nght aggressive and difficult,
gain and will be able to mobilize
SION 3 bedroom, 1
le. your humor can help you deal
9-2
dependab
$325
Sat.
Prompt,
From
9-5:
28R
i.
Mon-Fr
Open
anothers energy. Tonight: Stay
bath All appliances
estimates. with this person Do not personFree
Call Todayl
641N-2 miles on right
502 Olive St
positive. Take the high road
included
sale
any$225
for
3-9210
STRAW
(270)75
.
saying.
7534868
alize what others are
7
759-209
579.900
.
753-4582
e
furnitur
(day)
used
bale
time
We buy anCUSell good
Tonight: Still on a romp.
MALL 1BR. no pets,
after 5
(night) 759-4718
water paid 753-5980
753-8501

753-3853

For
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Thursday, Oct. 6, 2005:
You gain through your many difassets.
and
talents
ferent
Maximizing your people skills
comes into play this year. You
have ways of making others feel
comfortable. Sometimes, frustration can occur when dealing
with others financially. You find
that associates and partners have
different goals. Agree to disagree. In some cases, you might
break your financial ties. You
will prosper in either case -don't worry. If you are single,
your desirability is clear. The
question is. What type of relationship' do you want? Then
decide with whom you would
like to relate. If you are attached,
you will need to manage your
finances in a way that you both
are comfortable with. You will
tend to splurge but also make
more money. SCORPIO can he

627
WIS WELL RD
SATURDAY
OCT. 8TH
7-3
Furniture and
household
goods.

L_

RILEY'S USED FURNITURE

10-

1

a

LookingBack
Dorothy Li)m of Murray will
serve as a delegate to the 40th
convention of he girl Scout National-Colmar m- be - Oct. •26-30 in
Washington, D.C.
Karen Burkeen and Jimmy Dan
Kelso were married Aug. 30 at
Sugar Creek Baptist Church.

10 years ago

With a $550,000 federal grant
in hand, the Murray Board of
Education will-launch an Early Head Start Program, according to
Judy Whitten. director of Murray
Head Start.
_ Mr. and Mrs. hones Calvin Morton will be married 50 years Oct.
7.
Births reported include a boy
to Amanda and Randy McGehee.
a boy to Mary and Vincent Medlock, a girl to Gina and Randy
Penney and a girl to Jennifer and
William Orr. Sept. 28: a girl to
Thomas and Leann Laster, Sept.
29.
20 years ago

Allison Carr,.daughter of David
and Donna Carr, was crowned
"Miss Autumn- at the first Miss
Autumn Pageant, held at Murray
State University Center ballroom.
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
Katherine Ray presented a lesson on "Fashion Up-Date" at a
meeting of the Harris Grove Homemakers Club held at Ellis Community Center.
Births reported include a girl
to James and Claire Sullivan, a
boy to James and Debra Hamilton, a girl to James and Teri
firyant, a boy to Marshall and Linda
Higgins and a boy to Ricky and
Lori Hopkins, Oct. 3.
• 30 yeas ago

: Maurice H. Ryan of Murray.
a director at large of First Region
of Kentucky Schools Board Association, auended a regional meeting of the association held at PadUcah.
: LeDonne Roberts was crowned
as the 1975 Miss Woodmen of
the World Rangette at the pageant held recently at the WOW
building.

40 years ago

. Published is a picture of It.
Col. Otis H. Erwin of Murray
being decorated with the U.S. Air
, Force Commendation Medal at
Vandenburg Air Force Base, California.
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis
addressed the Kentucky Municipal League at its 36th annual conference being at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park. Gilbertsville.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James H. Clayton, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Smith, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wilhite, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Stephen
D. darner, a boy to Mr. and 'Mrs.
Alton Collins and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Huie. SO years ago
Dr. Harry Sparks was master
of ceremonies at the Dad's Night
program held at Murray High
School. Nat Ryan Hughes, local
attorney, spoke on "Who's the
Boss?" Music was by a quartet
composed of Robert Moyer. lrY in
Gilson, Guthrie Churchill and
Noble Wrather.
The Kentucky Dam Foxhunters
Association is holding its annual
bench show and field trials here.
It is being sponsored by Murray
Junior Chamber of Commerce.
New officers of the Lynn Grove
Homemakers Club are Mrs. Clifton
Key, Mrs., Leon Chambers. Mrs.
Carol Martin, Rogers and Mrs.
Vernon Butterworth.

TodayInNistory
of the United States. Chester
Arthur., as born in .Fairfield.
Vt.
In 1892. the Dalton Gang.
notorious for its train robberies.
was practically wiped out while
attempting to rob a pair of banks
in Coffeyville. Kan.
In 1921, the World Series
was broadcast on radio for the
first time.
In 1937. President Roosevelt

By The Associated Press
(AP) - Today -is-- Wednesday. Oct. 5, the 278th day of
2005. There are 87 days left
in the year.
• Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 5. 1947. President
Truman delivered the first televised White House address.
On this date:
In 1830. the 21st president

You may want to
keep this newspaper

Donation of son's organs
turns tragedy into triumph
DEAR ABBY: Eleven years
_ago. _Any_
. sPP,
Nicholas. was shot in a botched
robbery in Italy. His organs
were donated to seven Italian
citizens. Since that time, donation rates in
Italy have
tripled

and

thousands of

-of
many
them children -- are
who
alive
would have
Dear Abby died.
Through
annual
its
By Abigail
Holiday
Van Buren
Resolution
Campaign, the National Kidney Foundation is urging Americans to consider the ultimate
holiday gift idea -- organ donation, the gift of life. By simply signing a donor card or
enrolling in a state donor registry, we can do for the United States what Nicholas' story
did for Italy.
Abby. I hope you will join
me in urging your readers to
sign donor cards, and give
those in need of the gift of
life a new beginning. -- REG
CANADA,
LA
GREEN.
CALIF.
DEAR REG: I'm pleased
to do so. I remember reading
newspaper accounts of the
courageous way you dealt with
your son's tragic death, and
the difference it made in the
attitude toward organ donation
people

in Italy. That you took the
pan of losing your son and
turned it into something po-sitive is inspiring.
Please, readers, take a
moment and consider the
importance -of organ 44on.tion
Discuss it with your families
because it is they who will
have the final say. For more
information or to receive a
free donor card, contact the
National Kidney Foundation
by calling toll-free (800) 6229010, or visit www.kidney.org
and click on "Transplantation."

DEAR DR. GOTT: I wrote
you onee- -it king lime ago
about my experience with hemorrhoids, and how to use with
them without surgery.
Thu
Mug
have
I

thought

was joking:
you didn't
print
my
response.
me
Let

Dr. Gott
By

Dr Peter Gott
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WELL., WHAT ARE
YOU WAITING
FOR?'

try it — and since it
requires no medication of any
kind it may well save them a
great deal of pain, discomfort
and, most important. perhaps,
money.
I am 80 years old. I got
hemorrhoids during World War
II while serving in the U.S.

Army overseas in Europe.- I
was young and ignorant and
treated a had case of constipation by straining too hard,
too much and for too many
times.
I suffered for many years
as a result. Then, in my middle 30s. I considered an alternative to the Vaseline that I
had been using.
I gave up Thomas Crapper's infernal invention (unless
I was loose, of course). I spread
a couple of paper towels. sometimes Kleenex, on the floor
and defecate on the paper..

•

Not one day since havg41
suffered from the pain of hemorrhoids.. I take my daily
. defecation naturally,
(almost)

the way Mother Nature intended., and_m.y. howdt .sPY inside
me where they belong. When
I have a physical examination,
doctors will inform me that I
what I already know:
- and I doubt
hemorrhoidsthat any of them beheye me
when I say that I alT1 neY er

have

bothered by them.

DEAR READER:

I don't
whether to be amused
or bothered by your most novel
know

therapy for

conceive of embarking on
such behavior but, hey. "everyone to his own" said the farmer
as he kissed the cow.

on

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
se% eral medications to

reduce my

doctor has ruled out heart disease, hypertension and a thyroid problem. Also. I have
panic

disorder. Should

DEAR READER: You may
have a maverick nerve in your
heart that kicks in and raises
your pulse rate. This could be
further defined with a Holier
monitor, a device that -records
every heartbeat for 24 hours.
You should also consider
the medicines for
weight loss. Such drug. "cocktails" often contain stimulants
that can cause palpitations.
Work with your physician to

stopping

address this symptom.
To give you related information. I am sending you a
my Health Report
which
Weight,"
includes my "no flour, no sugar" .
diet.

copy of
"Losing

of trumps, then cashed four club
tricks, discarding the jack of diamonds. Declarer nest ruffed
dummy's last diamond and reentered dummy with a trump to lead

VA .1 96
•6 5
•A Q•7 3
EAST
WEST
+10952
•K 4
V7 5
V83
•K 10 8 3
•Q 9 7 4 2
+982
•106.5
SOUTH

a spade toward his hand.
• Had East followed low, there

would indeed have been a %cry rapid
conclusion after South played the
eight to force West to win the trick
and concede the contract. But East
rudely upset the apple cart when he
inserted the nine of spades. after
which South had to go down one.
Declarer had essentially the tijiTl

given

idea at the start, but he chose the

wrong way to achieve his-goat. A far
one that is virtubetter approach
ally certain to succeed — is to discard the eight of spades on dummy's
fourth club and then play a diamond
to the jack.
After West wins with the queen,
there is no escape. He must either
return a spade into the A-Q or yield a
ruff-and-discard by returning a diamond. Either way, declarer makes
the contract.
By discarding a spade rather than
a diamond on the fourth club. South
guarantees a successful outcome if
West - - as-seems highly likely from

he's really following the right path.
For example.take this deal where
West led the diamond four against the play to the first trick - has the
six hearts. South took East's king queen of diamonds. Ex en if East
with the ace and quickly visualized unexpectedly turns up with the
queen. South still has the • spade
an endplay..
Accordingly, he drew two rounds finesse to Tall back on.
Tomorrow: The winning edge.

understanding that if you didn't need it would be returned
to her, then it was a gift and
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C., MOUNT PLEASANT, S.C. .without stopping to double-check his
DEAR MRS. C.: Not in
plan. It is in such situations that a disciplined player rigidly restrains his
my book. Unless the table was
impulses until he first makes sure
to you with the clear
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your readers' benefit
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encourage him to do it.
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it will be to
of
many
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My
ABBY:
DEAR
boyfriend, "Liam." is a fabulous guy. We get along great
-- as long as I don't leave the
house. I am the only one working right now, and he makes
me feel guilty for it. I go
home for two hours every day
at lunch and he picks a fight
with me. He constantly calls
me at work to ask if I am
cheating on him.
Abby. I am working! I really want to be with Liam. but
I can't feel sad and hurt all
the time because I have a family to support. Please tell me
how I can nicely tell Liam to
stop being a jerk. -- MIXED
UP IN MAINE
DEAR MIXED UP: Liam
isn't a "jerk." He's not working, probably feels like less
of a Man for it, doesn't feel
he deserves you, and *is desperately insecure. Was he
always this way -- or did it
start after he stopped working?
If it's the former, then your
fabulous" guy is showing clascalled for a "quarantine" of sic signs of being an abuser.
aggressor_ nations.
a problem that will only escaIn 1941, former Supreme
late, and you need to get away
Court Justice Louis D. Bran- from him. If it's the latter.
the first Jewish mem- then he needs to get out of
deis
ber of the nation's highest court the house, if only to volun_ died in Washington. D.C.. teer some of his free time.
at age 84.
That way he will contribute
In 1953. Earl Warren was to something, possibly meet
sworn in as the 14th chief juspeople who can give him
tice of the United States, suc- employment, and have less free
ceeding Fred M. Vinson.
time to obsess about you. Please
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Nipsey Russell dies at 80
NEW YORK (AP) - Nipsey
Russell, who played the Tin
Man alongiide Diana Ross- and-Michael Jackson in "The Wit"
as pan of a decodes-long career
in stage, television and film has
died. He was 80.
The actor, who had been suffering from cancer, died Sunday
Hill
Lenox
at
afternoon
Hospital, said his longtime manager Joseph Rapp.
Born in Atlanta, Russell
launched his television career as
Officer Anderson in the 1961
television series "Car 54. Where
are You'?" He also appeared in
the 1094 film version.
He became a fixture on popular television game and talk
shows, where he was welcomed
for his poetic delivery that
earned him the moniker the
"poet laureate of television." He
.also took .his_signoture four-line
poetry on the road for readings
and performances.
Russell also appeared in the
1984.
in
"Nemo"
films
'Wildcats" in 1986 and "Posse"
in 1093.
.
He settled in New York after
graduating from the trniVersity
of Cincinnati and serving as an
Army captain in Europe during
World War II, Rapp said.
Russell never married. "Hes
always said, 'I have trouble liv ing with myself, how could I
live With anyone else,- Rapp
said. "But he was a wonderful

Murray Ledger & Times
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KIISAA STATE GIRLS' GOLF TOURNAMENT

Father Time unkind to
Murray High golfers

AP Photo
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Local schools look to
take advantage of
favorable district
tournamentschedules
2 seed Marshall County will
face host and third-seeded
Murray High at approximately
7:15. The district title match is
scheduled for Tuesday. Oct. 11
at 7.
The girls' soccer tournament
continues on Tuesday at 7:30,
Murray-Graves
the
when
County winner takes on topseeded Marshall County, which
receives a bye for the opening
round. No. 3 seed Calloway
County, which also receives a
first-round bye. will take on second-seeded Mayfield at 5:30 on
Oct. 12. The girls' championship
match is slated for 7:30 on Oct.
•
13.
In boys' play, the secondCounty
Calloway
seeded
Lakers, who received a firstround bye, will battle No. 3 seed
Marshall County on Oct. 12 at
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Local high school'soccerand
volleyball teams will have a distinct advantage next week, when
their, respective district tournaments begin.
Postseason play in both
sports begins on Monday. All
three tournaments will be played
on the campus of Murray High
School.
The fifth-seeded Murray
High _Lady Tiger soccer team
will kick-off Monday's activities, hosting No. 4 seed Graves
County at 5:30 p.m. at the
Soccer
France
Mallary
Complex. The fourth -seeded
MHS boys' squad will take the
field immediately following that
contest to battle No. 5 seed
Mayfield in its postseason open-

d
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Chicago homers do in Clement
CHICAGO (AP) — The jitters disappeared quickly for the
Chicago White Sox. That's what
a five-run first inning and a fivehomer game can do, especially
against the defending World
Series champions in the first
game of the playoffs.
"I had more than one guy
come up to me and say,'Man. I
was a little nervous that first
A.J.
Chicago's
inning,Pierzynski said.
Pierzynski, who has postseason experience from his years
with Minnesota, helped settle
his teammates down with a
three-run homer in the opening
inning, right after his attempted
bum rolled foul. He added a SOlo
shot in the eighth as the White
Sox routed the Boston Red Sox
14-2 in Game 1 Tuesday.
"It's nice when you get a
game like this, hut we've played

enough of the other ones to not
expect this," said Chicago's Paul
Konerko. who also homered.
"I think any team is surprised
by 14 runs."
The White Sox,remade in the
offseason to manufacture runs
with speedy Scott Podsednik at
the top of the lineup, can also
use the long ball. And they hit
them at opportune times —
Pierzynski hadn't homered in a
month before Tuesday night.
"In the playoffs. you get to
start over and forget what you
did in the past." he said.
That's what the White Sox
are trying to do. Combine the
two styles of offense and forge
their first title in 88 years.
"We hit 200 home runs.
That's a lot for a team playing
small ball," manager Ozzie
See SOX Page 2C
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PADUCAH TILGHMAN 4 MURRAY HIGH 1

•Tigers ...

Tornado blows
by Murray.High

From Page IC

MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times Photo

Murray High School golfer Shannon Elias watches her tee
shot off No. 10 Tuesday at Drake Creek Coif Course in
Ledbetter, site of the 2005 KHSAA State Girls Golf
Tournament.
: Heath's Lady Pirates. the
°illy other First Region team,
atso failed to make the cut, finishing with a 364.
: Play was suspended because
of darkness Tuesday. leaving
sonic individuals still out on the
course. Lady Tiger senior
DeBella's final of 82
had her in the running to return
today to elimpete as an individual. Last year, Mit:11a finished
third at the state tournament in
Howling Green.
Three other seniors joined
Kelly Dick turned in
an 89. shooting a 45 on the front
and a 44 on the back. Shannon
Eiias carded a 98. putting up
identical 49s on each side.
Laurel McManus finished with a
99. The senior had a 53 on the
front side and a 46 on the back
nine.
Katrina
Middle-schooler
Olson, whose score didn't count

Nlurrax Ledger & Times
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among the top four, finished her
round with a 132, putting up a
65 on the front and 67 on the
back.
_Scott said many of the Lady
Tiger players shared some of his
disappointment about missing
the second day of competition as
a team.
"They're disappointed, like
me. We wanted to play (today)
as a team. We won the region.
That was one of our season
goals, but we were, so close. to
meeting to the other." Scott said.
"There is a little disappointment,
hut in time I think they'll realize
that they played the hest that
they could. Everything considered, I think they're just realiz
ing their prep golfing career is
over. You always want to go out
• on top and accomplish all the
goals. We had a great season,
and I wouldn't ask for anything
different."

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Visting Paducah Tilghman
scored all of the goals it would
need in the first half in defeating
Murray High 4-1 during boys'
prep soccer action Tuesday
night at the MaIllary France
Soccer Complex.
The Blue Tornado(9-4-4) got
on the scoreboard via an unassisted goal by Ross Wagner with
23 minutes left in the first half.
Six minutes later, Cole McKeel
added Tilghman's second score
off an assist by Borran Pea.
Tilghman took that 2-0 lead into
the halftime break.
Murray (2-9-5) got on the
scoreboard eight minutes into
the second half, when Blake

MeCuiston scored an unassisted
goal. But the Tornado quickly
put an end to any potential Tiger
threat as Andrew Can found the
back of the net otT an assit by
Blake Herndon with 29 minutes
remaining. Three minutes later,
David Homra ended the scoring
on a penalty kick as Tilghman
cruised to the win.
Tilghman won the battle of
shots by a 19-8 count. Nick Lahr
had seven saves for the Tornado.
Todd Buck recorded three for
Murray, while Luke Welch
added two in relief of Buck.
The Tigers will conclude
their regular-season schedule on
Thursday at Lone Oak before
District
Second
opening
Tournament play on Monday.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
AL Division Series
Chicago . Boston
Chicago 14 Bo,ton 2 Chicago leads
series 1-0

Wedeasday
Boston (Wells 15-7) at Chicago
i.vm.(ESPN)
ridp
(Buehrle 16-8). ar
Chicago (Garcia 14-81 at Boston

(Wakefield 16-12). 3 19 p.m (ESPN2)
Saturday
Chicago (Garland 18-10) at Boston
(Schilling 8-8). it necessary

Sunday
Boston at Chicago, it necessary

Los Angeles vs. New York
Tuesday
New York 4. Los Angeles 2. New York
leads series 1-0

Wednesday
New York (Wang 8-5) at Los Angeles
(Lackey 14-5), 9.09 p m (ESPN)
Friday
Los Angeles(Byrd 12-11) at New York
(Johnson 17-8). 7'19 p.m (ESPN)
5
Los Angeles (Washburn 8-8) at New
York (Chacon 7-3), it necessary

Sunday
New York at Los Angels., if necessary

Allie From Page 1C
Edwards.
Whitley
Mandy
and
Thompson
Mark Mulder (16-8) will
Schroader each recorded a kill. oppose San . Diego's Pedro
Edwards added two blocks.
Astacio (4-2) on Thursday in
In junior-varsity action, the Game 2 of the best-of-five
Lakers dropped a two-set deci- series.
sion to Fulton City, falling by . San Diego put a scare into the
scores of 21-12 and'21-17.
Cardinals with five runs in the
Nisa Dunn and Cydney Clere last three innings. The Padres
had an assist apiece for had the bases loaded and the goCalloWay, White Haley Fain and ahead run at the plate before
Kelly Butterworth each added a closer Jason Isringhausen struck
kill. Dunn. Katie Bazzell and out Ramon Hernandez for the
Shelley Easley were the leading final out.
scorers for CCHS.
"We got the outs we needed,"
Calloway finishes its regular- manager Tony La Russa said. "It
season schedule on Thursday at was hairy there at the -end, no
Paducah Tilghman.
doubt about it."
Jim Edmonds had *a home
run, double and single for the
Cardinals, who have won five of
six NLDS openers under La
Russa. That includes a victory in
1996 when the Cardinals swept
the Padres.
Houstori--ANtiOs instead of the
opener. Tim Hudson will go in honier in the eighth and an RBI
Game I on Wednesday against roundout in a three-run ninth
for the Padres.
Andy Pettitte.
The 37-year-old Sanders was
Manager Bobby Cox waited
until the Braves were traveling on pace for the first 30-homer,
home from their final regular- 30-steal season of his career
season game before revealing before missing 54 games after_
his plans to those involved. He breaking his right leg in an outcalled it a precautionary move, field collision with Edmonds in
giving the team some flexibility mid-July. Sanders rediscovered
in case Smoltz's shoulder acts his stroke in the final week of
the regular season, driving in 10
up again.
"John is not 100 percent. But runs in the last six games and
if he's 95 percent, that's good homering three times in the final
enough," Cox said. "He is feel- four..
Sanders hasn't had much sucing good. He's thrown a lot in
between this time (since his last cess in the postseason. entering
start). He doesn't really ache or with a .188 average over five
anything like that. It's just a seasons. But against Peavy, he
matter of locating his fastball a had both of the key hits.
His two-run single off the
little bit better."

Smoltitired of talking
about his shoulder

ATLANTA (AP) - John
Smoltz slipped out -of the
Atlanta Braves' clubhouse
through a side door, hoping to
avoid reporters camped out by
MICHAEL DANN/Ledger & Times Photo
Laurel McManus, senior golfer for the Lady Tigers, his locker. He knew what Was
observes her tee shot of No. 10 at Drake Creek Golf coming and, frankly, he was a
Course Tuesday in Ledbetter during the KHSAA State little tired of talking about it.
Smoltz walked all the way to
Girls' Golf Tournament.
the parking lot before finally with more than a little reluctance- he stopped by his car to
chat.
Boston slalter Matt Clement.
From Page 1C
"Everybody's putting me in a
ho surrendered three homers
Av hen
coffin." Smoltz said. "All I've
and lasted just 3 1-3 innings, got is a stiff shoulder. It's not
homer run. it
l'odscklink
gis trig up sesen hits and eighth
that big a deal."
runs. Osedink. s ho didn't homer
The Braves made it official
No
that
all season. hit a three-run shot in
Tuesday. announcing
"IC, disappointing
the •t‘th. Juan tribe aim, home1 pitched bad." Smoltz will pitch Game 2 of the
excuses
Clement said. "I threw had NL division series against the
"%hist importantl. that home
pitches. Thex hit them."
MURRAY STATE ROUNDUP
I iii• going hi get im teammates
Boston know s how to in erolt iris hack.- said _Podsednik.
come (ktober.delicits. The R&1
who sparked the first-inning
Sox rallied trom a 3-0 series
a
getting hit with
owburst
deficit to beat the Nev.. York
pitch and stealing third. "We irs
the Ledger
Yankees in the ALCS last year Special to
get
s
a0d get sonic iiis on earls.
State men's golf
Murray
The
before sweeping St. Louis in the
Min thinking out there and get
Illinois by
Western
trailed
team
first
their
title
for
Series
World
the tone set
first two
the
after
strokes
two
since 1918.
The White SoN did get to
rounds of the MSU Invitational
on Tuesday, but used a thirdBlue team
round 69 by Michael Craft and a Tennessee-Martin's
at 891
State
Tennessee
889.
at
70 from Kyle Shirley to surge
0 The Quarterback Club of Murray High SCh00I Will meet on
893.
at
State
Chicago
and
ahead, taking the team title at
14-u 5day. Oct 13 at 5 30 p m at Mr Gatti's
Shirley finished second in the
the par-71, 6,601-yard Miller
:• The Murray High School football team will hold its Senior Night
69-golfer tournament with a 67Course.
Golf
Memorial
festivities on Friday. Oct 14. when the Tigers host First District rival
9-under-par and
The Racers finished with a 67-70=204,
gaylield at Roy Stewart Stadium Eleven senior Tiger football players
behind individual
shots
seven
273-275-2144=832. finishing 20• Will be honored, along with senior football managers.-cheerleaders arid
Stallings of
Scott
titlist
tournament.
under-par for the
dance team members
fired a 68who
Tech,
Tennessee
Western Illinois had a 273-27363-66=197.
292=838. tying for second with
Craft finished in sixth with a
Tennessee Tech, which fired a
Nick Griffin
10-under 274 -today to finish 3-under 208. while
a 211. Will
with
eighth
for
tied
with a 279-285-274=838.
a 214,
with
17th
for
tied
Cox
Murray State's Gold team
20th
for
tied
Frazier
Jamie
while
followed
862,
at
placed fourth
by Eastern Illinois at 864. with a 216.
For MSU Gold, Jay Cooper
870.
at
Tennessee-Martin
HOME OF THE SPECIAL BEAN ROLL! Morehead State at 874. Northern tied for 13th with an even-par
Iowa at 876. Lewis and 213, while Mitchell Moore tied
Indianapolis tied at • 877. for 17th at 214. Kyle Landrum

•Sox ...

753-8355

901 Sycamore

Calloway takes
two-set win over
Fulton City •Cards...
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
FULTON, Ky. - The
Calloway County varsity volleyball team captured a two-set win
at Fulton City on Tuesday night.
The Lakers, who improved to
8-13 with their third victory in
four matches, defeated the
Bulldogs 25-16 and 2549.- Megan Newberry had II
points to lead CCHS, while
Jessica Dial followed with eight
and Teala Penick added seven.
Penick and Alley Hendon each
had an assist. Newberry had two
aces, and April Cooper had one.

NL Division Series

Tuesday
St. Louis vs. San Diego
Tuesday
St Louis 8, San Diego 5. St Louis
leads series 1-0

Thursday
San Diego (Astacro 4.2) at St Louis
(Mulder 16-8), 3.09 p.m (ESP142)

Saturday
St Louis (Morns 14-10) at San Diego
(W Williams 9-12)

Sunday
St Louis at San Diego. it necessary
Monday
San Diego at St Louis. it necessary

Atlanta vs. Houston
Wednesday
Houston (Pettitte 17-9) at Atlanta
(Hudson 14-9). 3.09 p.m (ESPN)
Thursday
,Hovston (Clemens 13-8) at Atlanta
(Smoitz 14-7), 7 19 pm (FOX)
Saturday
Atlanta (Sosa 13-3) at Houston (Oswalt
20-12)

Sunday
Atlanta at Houston, it necessary

Monday
Houston at Atlanta. It necessary

glove of diving first baseman
Mark Sweeney put the Cardinals
ahead 4-0 in the third, and his
-grand slam into the left-field
seats on a 3-0 fastball chased
Peavy in the fifth.
"Obviously, I just got behind
a good hitter and threw one in
there," Peavy said."He did what
.he was supposed to do with it."
Carpenter was- 21-5 with a
2.83 ERA, the ace the Cardinals
lacked in the playoffs last fall
when they were swept in the
World Series by the Red Sox.
But he struggled in the 'final
month, with a 9.14 ERA in his
final four outings, and said he
lost motivation after the
Cardinals clinched the Central
with two weeks to spare.
"It feels nice to get zeros and
get a win," Carpenter said. "You
go out there to execute pitches
and give your team a chance to
win and-.[ was able to do it all
day.'
The roughest foe for
Carpenter, who benefited from
three double plays. was the
weather. It was an unseasonably
warm 84 degrees at gametime
and 86 when he experienced
cramping in his right hand while
warming up before the seventh.
The Cardinals said dehydration
caused the problem and took
him out as a precaution.
Carpenter said his fingers
started cramping when he put on
his batting glove before striking
out in the sixth. He also said his
hamstrings and calves were
cramping.
"It only happened twice,"
Carpenter said. "But they
weren't going to take a chance."

MSU Golf takes title at own Invitational
Volleyball team falls
to Tennessee State

SportsBriefs

Special Priced Daily Lunch Specials!
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Call for price quotes!
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ME

tied for 25th at 218. while Josh
Burks tied for 35th at 221. and
Jerry Price tied for 44th at 223.
The Racers will next compete
on Oct. 6-9 at the Mission Inn
Collegiate Classic at the
Mission Inn Golf Resort in
Orlando, Fla. The tournament is
hosted by Winthrop.
Volleyball
Volleyball fans remember a
Tennessee State team that lost
110 straight Ohio Valley'
Conference matches, a perennial
cellar-dweller in OVC volleyball. This is not that TSU volleyball team.
Behind second-year coach
Kathy Roulhac - the coach
who halted that dreadful conference slide -- the Lady Tigers
have improved to 11-8, 3-1 in
OVC play after a 3-0 win at
Murray State Tuesday night, 3016. 30-21, 30-26.
Murray State (2-9. 0-4 OVC)
had no answers for the hard-hitting Lady Tigers, who hit .301 to
MSU's .098.
The Racers were led t)
freshman Alison Mugler and
junior Katie Kemezys, who had
eight kills each. Freshman libero

Heather Norris had a team-high
16 digs, while Mugler added 10.
Freshman setter Kelsey Hubert
handed out 24 assists for MSU.
Tennessee State was paced
by Kelley Smith, who had 13
kills. and Kelly Davis, who had
II. Tiara Maua. had a doubledouble with 41 assists and 10
digs. Erika Godbolt had 18 digs,
while Katrelle Armwood bad IS.
Smith also had four blocks.
while Davis and Kara Kiefer had
three apiece.
Murray State begins a fourmatch road swing this weekend,
beginning at Morehead State on
Friday at 6 p.m. CT.
TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED TIY:
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TV, radio
Today
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
6:30 p.m.
ESPN2 - Marr Oho: at N 111)nois
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
3 p.m.
ESPN - Playoffs. NL Division Series,
Houston at Atlanta
6 p.m.
ESPN - Playoffs AL Division Series.

Boston at Chicago
9 p.m.
ESPN - Payoffs, AL Division Series
New York at Los Angeles
NHL
6 p.m.
OLN - N Y Rangers at Philadelphia
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HEALTH
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ER led to positive patient
experience at MCCH

Ve")

Vanderbilt
I Sports
I Medicine
I

At age 36, the last thing the
typical, healthy male is thinking
about is having a heart attack.
But on July 21, M'ajor Richard
Palmer believed he might a- ctually be having one.
As 'the chair of the
Department of Military Science,
a college student working on his
master's degree, and a father of
two young children, Maj.
Palmer had been under quite a
bit of stress. Though no stranger
to stress, thanks to his service as
a police officer and as a National
Guardsman serving overseas for'
a year in Bosnia, Palmer had not
felt well lately and knew much
of it was stress-related.
Setting at his desk in his
office in the ROTC building, he
began to have chest pains unlike
he had felt before and was perspiring and felt dizzy. Noting
that all are signs of a heart attack
and not wanting to take a
chan.se, he decided to head to
Ledger & Times photo the Emergency Room at
Pictured above are, from left. Kurt Spindler, M.D., Michael Murray-Calloway
County
Koester, M.D. and Tommy West, P.T.
Hospital.
"Once I arrived at MCCH,
the staff took my symptoms very
seriously and immediately
triaged me to determine the status of my situation," said
Feltner. -They tiegatv doing a
series of tests and checking my
enzyme levels, determining it
would be best to admit me to the
hospital for observation."
Though Palmer did not actually have a heart attack, the
quick response of the staff in the
emergency room and. testing
areas assured him that if the sitVanderbilt Sports Medicine protocols.
uation had turned out to be seriopened last October and is locatIn addition, with the utiliza- ous, his life would be in the
ed at 208 S. 6th St. in the tion of sports metrics tech- hands of very capable and proPurchase Area Physical Therapy niques, we are able to reduce an fessional staff.
building.
athlete's chances of re-injury."
"Shelly Houston, the nurse
Vic--Ledoux-,Although Du. Spindler spe- who treated me in the -ER-was
ditector
for
Vanderbilt cializes in atTirefic injuries exceptional," said Palmer.
Orthopedics, said, "We first affecting high school and colle- "When 1 received My stress test
nOticed the treed 10 expand in --giate -athletes, he also treats in Cardiopulmonary Services,
Murray when a large number of work-related injuries as well as Nikki Tinsley did a greatjob and
patients seen in other local din- "weekend warriors.ensured that the experience was
les were coming from the
The opening of the Murray a good one. The nurses on the
Murray area. Expanding here clinic marks the third such clin- floor were great and Were attenwas a no-brainer for us. Our ic for Vanderbilt Sports tive to my needs.
patients have commented on Medicine in the western
"Overall, the entire experihow convenient it is for them."
Kentucky and Tennessee area. ence was very positive and the
"Being able to offer special- Vanderbilt currently operates staff took exceptional care of
ized services to people close to clinics in Franklin, Martin and me."
home is our goal," said Kurt Nashville, Tenn., as well as
A graduate of Mayfield High
Spindler, M.D., Vice-chairman Mayfield and Murray.
of orthopedics and director for
Vanderbilt Sports Medicine.
"It is a great asset to our
community to have someone as
well known as Dr. Spindler and
his orthopedic staff treating
patients in our clinic,- said
Tommy West, P.T., clinical
director of Purchase Area
NEED A QUOTE? CALL or CLICK
Physical Therapy. "By working
closely with Dr. Spindler, we are
able to utilize advanced protocols developed by.Vanderbilt to
aggressively
rehabilitate
KFliN It RRAY.com
patients allowing them to return
Does Your Computer Need A Check Up?
to sports and normal activities
much sooner than conventional

t

• .4._

October marks
anniversary for
Vanderbilt Sports
Medicine here

Heart Attack
Warning Signs
II Uncomfortable pressure, fullness, squeezing.
pain or discomfort in the center of the chest that lasts for
more than two minutes.
•Pain or discomfort that
spreads to the shoulders,
neck, or arms.
IN Pain, dizziness. sweating, nausea, or shortness of
breath.
MI Any chest discomfort
that causes anxiety or concern.
In Any of the above symptoms that disappear with
rest, then return with exertion.

Stroke Warning Signs
II Sudden numbness or
weakness of the face, arm or
leg, especially on one side of
the body.
al Sudden confusion, trouble speaking or understanding.
III Sudden trouble seeing
in one or both eyes.
•Sudden trouble walking,
dizziness, loss of balance or
coordination.
• Sudden,
severe
headache with no known
cause.

Maj. Richard Palmer

cially when illness Mrikes. s) it provided in all areas of the hosis so important to be close to pital as proven by the ongoing'
those special people in your success from the patient satislife."
faction surveys.
Though his situation was not
"The experience! had in the
life threatening. be found that Emergency Room paved the
two months later, his father way to the positive experience I
would
life-t h r -itenin
had at MCCH." said Palmer*.
School and Murray St
situation that required the same "We are fortunate to.have such a
University, Palmer and his wife quick. attentive response that he great facility located right at our
Carla were pleased to be able to' received during his stay at backdoor."
return to the area from Bowling MCCH. *
Regardless of age, sex. or
Green for his assignment to re"I took my father to the race, heart attacks,and strokes
establish the ROTC program at Emergency Room at MCCH can hit anyone. It is important.
MSU. He and his wife were when the family realized he had to remember the following;
excited to move to the family probably had a stroke, based on warning signs:
farm in Kirksey, allowing his his symptoms," said Palmer.
For more information about
children, Kathryn,6, and Kunis. "The same ER nurse was atten- Murray-Calloway
County
4. to be closer to their grandpar- tive to my father's care and his Hospital, call 270-762-1100 or
ents and to their other family experience overall was very check out the website at murraylocated in the area.
hospital.org. For more informa"OTel`sel.k 'fd't-a- year go0(1."
These experiences are, not tion on heart attacks and strokes.
makes you realize the impor- uncommon at Murrav-Calloway go to the American Heart
ianri• Of being dose to family County
+lospiteL---Every day. Axsociation
websiteatL-and friends," said Palmer. "Life patients commend the staff and www.americanheartorg.
can change in a moment. espe- rave-about-the ex't tin al- care
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Screenings, events being
offered for local seniors

Photo provided
Pictured is John Lavine, Social Security Representative, discussing the new Medicare
Part D Prescription Drug Program to family members and employees of MurrayCalloway County Hospital's Long-Term Care and West View Nursing Home. The presentation, hosted by MCCH Long-Term Care Division. was held at the Senior Citizen's
Center at the George Weaks Center on Sept. 27.

Pharmacy benefits
topic for Social
Security representative
On Tuesday. Sept. 27. a representatives from the Social
Security office presented to laintiles
of
Murray-Callowa,
County Hospital's Long-Term
_Carr aud West View _Narsing
rune t. Si
MUCH employees discussing.
the new -1%Tedicarc-P54 Tr-program featuring thy new to
Medicare Drug Cards.
As of Januars I. Medicaid
- will not on er medicate(ins tor
those eligible
under the
Medicare program. Two Social
Security representatives, John
Lavine and Marsha Leonard.
were as adable to explain the
program and assist with the
applications. The discussed
how the pharmac‘s hello its

our senior population to make
Nit C11 Long Tow Care the best informed decision for
Division stall also took the their healthcare coverage."
oppt,irtunii to discuss items
Murray-Calloway County
important to the residents and Hospital has started a $3 million
the I -iniities_
construction project at West
r
c.
ineteen
American Vrc .
seniors were mailed a sUrVey to add skilled and nursing facility
be completed for the govern- liWs. a gaie.=-Ofthe- art rehab- ment's Medicare Part D pro- area for the geriatric population
gram with onls three million including a full-service kitchen,
returned." said Sandra J. Dick. and improved amenities. Most
Vice President of Long Term importantly, it will bring all the
Care -Atail se4ors need-assis- beds. WhiCh make up the MCCH
tance w it h
meibing this long-Term Care Division On
important and chillenging to one campus.
understand
This huge project
To
learn
more
about
ill impact all seniors.,
Medicare Part D Prescription
in is the i!oal nt the Long- Drug Program for seniors or
Tenn care Dmsion to pros ide West View Nursing Home. call
inform,ill,,n to To,Ist 767-3660.
t%ould .111c4.1 •entot.._

Senior citizens in the region have many take a more active part in their arthritis care.
opportunities during October to take advantage
The Arthritis Self-Help Course will begin on
of classes, health screenings, and health events Oct. 25 from 9:30-11:30 a.m. and will meet for
provided by Murray-Calloway County Hospital six consecutive Tuesdays. The course covers
and the Center for Health & Wellness.
such topics as medication, exercise, stress manRebecca Wright, MS, RD, LD will offer an agement, dealing with depression, nutrition,
educational session entitled, "An Apple a Day," unproven remedies, and the doctor-patient relanext Wednesday. Oct. 12, from noon -to 12:30 tionship.
p.m. at the Center for Health & Wellness. Since
The class is limited to 25 people, so those
fall is harvest time for apples, participants will wanting to participate must pre-register by calldiscuss why apples are such a good chnice and ing 762-1832.
will learn how to select the best varieties of
The Murray-Calloway County Hospital
apples. Participants will play -apple trivia" and Health Express will be offering lipid profiles as
receive recipes for cooking apples...........
well as blood pressure and pulse checks during
The Center for Health & Wellness on Tuesday its stops in October. The screenings are free to
will have screenings for osteoporosis and the communities visited by Health Express and
vision/glaucoma. The screenings will take place are offered to detect disease in its earliest stages
from 8 a.m. to noon and 1-3 p.m. For more infor- when there are often no Symptoms of disease.
mation or to make an appointment, please call
Under most circumstances, cholesterol and
762-1348.
triglyceride levels should be checked every five
The AARP Driver Safety Program is the years. A cholesterol and triglyceride screening is
nation's first and largest classroom driver free to every Health Express patron once every
refresher course specially designed for five years. More frequent testing requires a docmotorists' age 50 and older. The Center for tor's written prescription and costs $15. Annual
Health & Wellness will offer this course on Oct. screenings are recommended for diabetes
19 from 9 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
patients.
The course is $10 or $2 for PrimeLife memThe cholesterol (HDULDL) and triglyceride
bers and helps drivers refine existing skills and screening requires a food fast(water only)for 12
develop safe, defensive driving techniques. to 14 hours before. For a listing of October
There are no tests and both AARP members and Health Express stops, call 762-1348 or check out
non-members can take the course. Upon suc- -the website at www.murrayhospital.org.
cessfully completing the course, graduates may
Additionally, Murray-Calloway County
be eligible to receive a state-mandated -multi- -Hospital--will-be at the West Kentucky Health
year discount on their auto insurance premiums. Fair on Oct. 27 at the Senior Citizen Center in
Pre-registration is required.
Benton, KY. From 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., senFor more information or to pre-register, con- iors can participate in osteo heel scans.
tact the Center for Health & Wellness at 762For more information on the upcoming
1 FIT.
screenings, classes, and health events specificalThe Center for Health & Wellness and the ly for senior citizens, contact Allison Lancaster,
Purchase District Health Department are partner- Health Promotions Coordinator at MCCH by
ing to offer a six-week course to give people with calling 762-1832.
arthritis the knowledge and skills they need to

Kentucky Legal Aid rp to visit
Senior Citizens Center here
PADUCAH. Ky. — A representative from the Paducah
Office of Kentucky Legal Aid,
will be present at the Murra-y-Calloway
County
Senior
Citizens Center, to provide legal
services for senior citizens needing assistance if a prior appointment has been made.
The next scheduled date is

Oct. 13 at 8:30 a.m.
No fees will be charged to
individuals aged 60 and over in
accordance with the Title III
grant regulations. Services are
provided On a somewhat limited
basis incivil (non-criminal) law
and public benefit cases for
qualifying individuals and cases.
If you would like to consult

with a legal representative, you
will need to call and make an
appointment with the director of
the senior citizens center by
noon the day before we are
scheduled to be there.
If no appointments are made,
then a legal representative will
not be available. Kentucky does
not certify legal specialties.

Residents' Rights Week being observed this week
I hi oughout Kentui.k), long- locus on the rights and individu- in the Long Tenn Care Division.
term care residents, family ality of the nearly 36,1) resi- Council members and all resimembers, ombudsmen. citizen dents of nursing homes, person- dents at both facilities will be
advocates. facility statt and al care homes, and family care invited to attend the parties.
other will honor the individual homes across
the
state.
Murray-Calloway County
rights of long-term care resi- According to the National Hospital is committed to our
dents by observing Residents' Citizens' Coalition for Nursing long-term
care
residents.
Rights Week during the week of Home Reform which designated ' MCCH has started a $3 million
October 2 8. 2005. Murras - Residents' Rights Week. there construction project at West
Callow ay County Hospital's are 2.8 million residents of more View Nursing Home, which will
Long-Term Care and West View than (1),(1X) nursing homes and add skilled and nursing facility
Nursing Home will he among assisted In mg arid. board and beds, a state-of-the-art rehab
those recognizing this week care facilities in the United area for the geriatric population
with the theme. "TogetherWE State'..
including a full-serv.ice -kitchen,
Can...Actues e
Resident
Murray -Callow ay
Cininty and improved amenities. Most
Directed Care." •
Hospital's Ii ing - Term Care importantly, it will bring all the
Residents' Rights Week is Div ision will recognize National beds, which make up the MCCH
designated by the National Residents' Rights Week by host- Long-Term Care Division on
Citizens' Coalition for Nursing ing Resident Council Parties
one campus.
Ilonie Reform and celebrated The residents on die councils are
"It will be awesome to have
the first full week in October advocates for patient nghts and all the Long Term Care Division
each year to honor residents Its - provide a voice for :ill residents beds on one campus.- said
mg in all king-term care facilities, including nursing homes.
subacute unites, assisted living.
board and care. and retirement
• .. Also Offer .Lo
Nn — Same Day Sr-.t.';.. ;
csimmunities. It is a time
•
For Packages Received by 6p.m.• in-Store Packing
celebration and recogn
'Cold( & B&W Copies, Foxing. lominati,
offering an opportOnity lot
iitiitr)ilty”, Rental •Fteight Services
es cry facility to focus on and
•
celebrate awarenessf dignity.
MAILBOX RENTAL SPECIAL
respect and the value ot each
Rola nem lot one yea & gel three months free
individual resident.
Residents' Rights Week is
THE UPS STORE rp,s,,,,,etfortra„,
also a tifTIC to reflect on the
90m-dp.m
importance of the Nursing
762-9103
Home Reform Law of 1987,
which promised quality of life
and care and residents' rights for
each resident During this week,
everyone is encouraged to honor
the tamily members, %Litt advoAMERICA'S LARGEST COAST-TO-COAST • NOW IN MURRAY
cates. and residents themselves
who- prom1:4- and ensure that
• Bolo told "no" by others? Give us a call or come by our office!
dignity. pm acy. and other basic
• We have programs that allow us to Say "yes"
human rights are maintained as
to your home purchase or refinance,
• Call or come by today for your tree pre-approval!
.m integral part of the lives of
residents lix mg in long-term
200 Poplar St. • Murray. KY
care settings.
Kentucky's obsers ance will
Phone 270-753-7665 or Toll Free 888-246-4093

: CHEAPEST UPS SHIPPING IN TOWN...GUARANTEED!

Sandra J. Dick. Vice Presided' our services to our residents in
of Long-Term Care Services. one central location."
This Will allow us to expand
To learn more about National

Residents' Rights Week or West
View Nursing Home, call 7673660.

Autumn's is here and it's
timefor our once annual
Harvest Sale! Carve
25% offal! harvest
inventory including
savory Pumpkin Bread
fragrances, splashyfall
florals, deCorative items
and more!

Life more interesting

